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Sho_uldering a fiilancial load Ex-professor 
'claims bias, 
files lawsuit 
_ Students work 
multiple jobs 
to pay bills 
BY BETHANN PERKINS 
Contributing Writer 
Unexpected costs don't fit eas-
ily into sophomore Matthew 
Davies' budget. 
When his twin brother called 
him two weeks ago from Alfred 
State University to say he might 
need $700 to fix his car transmis-
sion, Davies didn't know how 
they'd come up with the money. 
They had limited options be-
cause Davies and his brother 
have had to make ends meet since 
they were legally emancipated 
from their parents at age 16. 
The financially independent 
brothers, under the guardianship of 
a family friend, moved into an 
apartment and began working 
and attending school full time. 
They paid for all their needs, in-
cluding rent, utilities and food. 
Now, paying for college is 
their main concern. 
With the recent tuition hike and 
proposed state financial aid cuts, 
students across the Ithaca College 
campus are concerned with how 
to foot the bill. For financially in-
dependent students, those concerns 
are even more pressing. 
Financial Aid Director Larry 
Chambers said 2000-2001 figures 
show the college had 132 un-
dergraduate students who met the 
federal definition of a financial-
ly independent student. Graduate -- , 
students automatically fall into 
this category. 
In order to qualify as finan-
cially independent, a student 
See LEGAL, Page 4 
IRINA PERESS/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE MATTHEW DAVIES, a financially independent 
student, sets up furniture Thursday in the Campus Center at his 
job with the Office of Conference and Event Services. 
BY ELLEN R. STAPLETON 
News Editor 
A former professor is suing 
Ithaca College, alleging she was de-
nied tenure on the basis 
of her gender and sexu-
al orientation. 
filled, anonymous comment<; from 
students as the evidence of her lack 
of teaching ability in the face of over-
whelming evidence to the contrary," 
her New York City-based attorney 
Jonathan Moore told The 
Ithacan. 
Carolyn Byerly, who 
was hired as a tenure-
track assistant professor 
of television-radio in 
1996, and left the college 
after Spring 2001, filed 
the lawsuit in U.S. Dis-
trict Court in Syracuse 
Dec. 20, 2001. BYERLY 
In the lawsuit, 
Byerly claims the per-
sonnel committee's mi-
nority report cited com-
ments from student 
evaluations saying she 
pushed her personal 
agenda in the class-
room, intimidated stu-
dents and failed to accept 
different points of view. Byerly is suing under 
federal, state and local statutes, in-
cluding the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 
claiming she faced discrimination 
and did not receive the same treat-
ment as male faculty members at 
the college. She also alleges she 
faced retaliation for advocating 
diversity in the journalism program. 
In the lawsuit, she outlines the 
tenure review process. In the first 
stage, the Department ofTelevision-
Radio Personnel Committee recom-
mended tenure oy a 5-3 vote. She 
says Department Chairwoman 
Megan Roberts agreed with a mi-
nority report from the personnel com-
mittee and recommended against 
tenure, as did Dean Thomas Bohn, 
the All-Faculty Tenure and Promo-
tion Committee, then-Provost Jim 
Malek and the board of trustees. 
Byerly is charging that negative 
student evaluations were given too 
much weight in the review process. 
"The college relied on bias, hate-
Moore said Byerly felt punished 
for teaching controversial material 
about feminism and multiculturalism. 
But Malek said there were plen-
ty oflthaca College faculty teaching 
similar material who did not receive-
negative student evaluations. 
"Our concern with the issues 
raised in the student evaluations re-
ally did not have anything to do with 
gender bias or sexual orientation 
bias," Malek said in an interview this 
week. "They focused instead on is-
sues of teaching style, relationships 
with students and attitudinal matters 
that may have impact on the learn-
ing process." 
But Byerly told The Ithacan the 
perceived attitude problems were a 
result of students stereotyping her. 
"The question [is], not what's 
wrong with the teacher, but what's 
wrong with our students that they 
would have such attitudes, such un-
see COLLEGE, Page 4 
College estimates budget will finish in the black 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Assistant News Editor 
The college expects to end the 
current fiscal year with a surplus 
of about $7 million as a result of 
overenrollment. 
Carl Sgrecci, vice president and 
treasurer, said any remaining year-
end funds will be put back into the 
institution in the form of capital im-
provements, which could include 
renovations of the Garden Apart-
ments and Muller Faculty Center. 
Sgrecci expects the surplus this 
year to be about the same size as 
last year, which the college spent 
renovating Garden Apartment 25 
and the library, as well as on the ad-
- ,minis_tration's.new computerorga-
- nization system, Project Parnassus. 
- . "But the ~ollege makes decisions 
. on'hqw to_spendits money long be-
fort_ any:s~luses arise. Sgrecci sat 
down with The Ithacan to explain 
what contributes to the rising cost 
of an Ithaca College education. 
One of the main reasons for con-
sistent increases in the cost to attend 
the college is the need to increase fac-
ulty and staff salaries and benefits 
every year. Sgrecci said almost 42 
percent of the $170 million in oper-
ating revenue from last fiscal year 
was spent on salaries and benefits. 
"If we're going to remain com-
petitive in recruiting faculty on a na-
tional level, we have to offer com-
petitive compensation," he said. 
Sgrecci said the college direct-
ly competes with Cornell Univer-
sity in hiring a~d retaining qualified 
staff members. 
"If we went without providing 
annual increases, I think -we'd find 
that we_ were no longer competi-
tive," he said. · 
The second largest expenditure 
ACCENT ••• · 1-1 
in the budget is financial aid. 
"I think the number that would 
most surprise students is that fi-
nancial aid spending accounts for 
25 percent of the budget," Sgrecci 
·said. "In essence we're giving stu-
dent money back to students." 
Because almost 90 percent of the 
college's operating budget comes 
from tuition and other student 
monies, much of the college's fi-
nancial aid package is funded by 
those sources of revenue. The en-
dowment and other investments 
make up only 5.7 percent of the col-
lege's sources of operating revenue. 
"Ifwe were a better-endowed in-
stitution, more aid could come in off 
the· endowment and less would 
comeoot of the operating budget," he 
said. "if we CQtild fimd [financial aid] 
more with endowment. we'd have 
that money to spend elsewhere." -· _ 
Sgrecoi said the college c·ould 
WHERE DOES THE MONEY co? 
Expenditures from the college's budget for the fiscal year ending 
May 31, 2001, break down into the following percentages. 
2.3 bottom line 2.4 utilities 
41.8 compensation 
and benefits 
_ also opt to spend some of its sur-
plus on build~ng the endowment; 
. which would benefit .the college 
resale purchases 
6.5 depreciation 
' - "l, 
over ¢e long haul by decreasing de-
. pendence on student money to 
keep the college running. 
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National 
and International News 
INTENSIFYING VIOLENCE 
airstrikes on the Palestinian Authority headquarters in Beth-
lehem and rocketing by helicopter gunships that knocked 
out electricity in parts of Ramallah. 
Warplanes streaked over Jerusalem Monday night car-
rying payloads that damaged Bethlehem buildings and 
shook windows for miles around. At least four passers-
by were injured. 
Americans involved in serious battle 
In the bloodiest day so far for Americans fighting in 
Afghan!stan, up to nine U.S. soldiers died, and at least 10 
others were injured Monday on the fourth day of a major 
offe]lsive against Al Qaeda and Taliban fighters holed up 
in sno'w-bound mountains of eastern Afghanistan. 
It was the largest one-day combat casualty toll for U.S. 
forces in the five-month war on terrorism, and they came 
in the biggest U.S.-led ground operation of the war. Pen-
tagon officials said it was unclear initially if U.S. fatali-
ties totaled eight or nine. 
Anti-Taliban Afghan forces specifically trained by the 
U.S. military for the assault also suffered casualties, but 
the numbers were not disclosed. 
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said enemy 
fighters had suffered "much larger numbers of killed and 
wounded, and there will be many more." 
Army Gen. Tommy Franks, chief of U.S. Central Com-
mand, said preliminary estimates put the number of Al Qae-
da and Taliban dead at between 100 and 200 and described 
the offensive as "making good progress." 
Students fight university sweatshop ties 
Wearing white shirts and red carnations in a show of 
solidarity, they formed a silent circle around the Florida 
State University Board of Trustees. 
COURTESY OF KRTCAMPUS.COM 
RESCUE WORKERS IN Palestine tried to cut open a vehicle owned by a Hamas activist after It was hit 
Monday by an Israeli tank shell, killing his wife and children, but not the activist. 
They delivered letters one at a time to FSU President 
Sandy D' Alemberte and finally dumped more than 300-on 
the table in front of him. 
When they felt ignored, the students interrupted the final 
minutes oflast month's trusteeS' meeting, demanding action. 
Media evaluate role of war reporters 
The murder of the Wall Street Journal's Daniel Pearl has 
not provoked any wholesale changes in the way the war on 
terrorism is covered by U.S. news agencies. But the 
graphic killing of the American reporter, accompanied by the 
intensely personal details of his life, has raised the level of 
discussion among media executives about the safety of for-
eign correspondents as perhaps few such deaths have. 
Pearl is the ninth media person to die in either 
Afghanistan or Pakistan while covering the U.S. war on 
terrorism. There are approximately 700 journalists in the 
two countries. 
To D' Alemberte, they crossed the line. 'Tm very dis-
appointed," he said to them as he left the room. 
But to the students, it was an outpouring of pent up frus-
tration after more than a year of what they considered un-
fruitful dialogue with D' Alemberte. Members of the FSU 
Students Against Sweatshops have been trying to persuade 
D' Alemberte to affiliate the university with the Workers 
Rights Consortium, an advocacy group that would mon-
itor the factories that manufacture FSU-licensed products. 
Mideast violence continues to escalate 
"Every time there is a death, and unfortunately there 
are far too many, everyone stops and takes a deep breath 
and mourns and wonders what it all means and what we 
can do," said Ann Cooper, executive director of the New 
York-based Committee to Protect Journalists. "But the bot-
tom line is, you can't stop reporting the news. I haven't 
heard of anyone changing their policies." 
Israel responded to a weekend of Palestinian attacks 
Monday with reprisals that killed 16 Palestinians, includ-
ing the wife and three children of a Hamas leader who died 
when their car was mistakenly shelled, and a Palestinian 
doctor was killed when shots from Israeli soldiers exploded 
an ambulance. 
Meanwhile, a gunman opened fire on a Tel Aviv street 
early Tuesday, killing three people and wounding 25 be-
fore he was shot and killed, news services said. 
Although D' Alemberte says he has fewer doubts about 
the consortium's merits than he did a year ago, he's still 
not convinced that FSU should spend l percent of its li-
censing revenue - nearly $17,000 last year and more than 
$21,000 when FSU wins national football championships 
- to affiliate with the group. 
News 
Briefs 
Restaurants to fight hunger 
with a dining out program 
Go out to eat next Thursday, and part of 
the bill will go to fight hunger and poverty 
m Tompkins County. 
The Taste at Your Place program is ask-
mg people to "Eat Out March 14 and Make 
a Difference." Participating restaurants are 
listed at www.ithacatasteofthenation.com. 
In Tompkins County, 13.7 percent of the 
population l_ives below the poverty line, ac-
cording to Census 2000 figures. 
Professors to teach workshop 
for Gerontology Institute 
The Ithaca College Gerontology Institute 
Workshop Series begins on March 20 with a 
Israel's response to the weekend attacks included F-16 
seminar on preventing falls and other accidents. 
Associate Professor Betsy Keller, acting 
chair of the Department of Exercise and Sport 
Sciences, and Associate Professor John 
Sigg, exercise and sport sciences, will deliver 
a presentation titled "Hip Flexor Strength and 
Characteristics of Gait and Balance" from 2 
to 5 p.m. in the Campus Center. 
The cost is$ LS for each workshop, or $75 
for the five-workshop series. To register, call 
274-3143. 
Travel company offers chance 
for Jewish adults to see Israel 
Registration has begun for the spring and 
summer session of birthright israel. a 10-day 
educational trip to Israel. 
The trips, which are open to Jewish adults 
from ages 18 to 26, depart starting in May 
and continuing through August. A trip in-
cludes free roundtrip airfare and 10 days in 
Israel. More than 28,000 people have taken 
the adventure in the last two years. 
The program guarantees the safety of all 
part1c1pants. For more information, v1s1t 
www.birthrightisrael.com or call 1-888-99-
ISRAEL. 
College organization wins bid 
to hold regional conference 
Jthac·a College won the bid to host next 
year's North Eastern Affiliate of College and 
University Residence Halls Regional Mini 
No-Frills Conference. 
Student and staff Residence Hall Associa-
tion members will plan educational seminars 
on alcohol abuse, bias-related incidents and oth-
er issues for the conference next spring. 
Faculty member to present 
original poetry in reading 
Associate Professor Jerald Mirskin, writing, 
will deliver a reading of original poetry titled 
''The Day Before Spring" on March 19. 
The Faculty Colloquium Presentation will 
take place at 12: 10 p.m. in Clark Lounge, Cam-
pus Center. Desserts will be provided. 
SOURCE: KRT Campus 
CORRECTIONS 
Jennifer Richardson is the residence 
director for Terraces 1 to 8. Her title 
was incorrect in the Feb. 28 issue. 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct 
all errors of fact. Please contact 
Assistant News Editor Joe Geraghty 
at 274-3207. 
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Faculty Council recommends 4.0 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
Staff Writer 
Faculty Council endorsed a 
change to the college's grading sys-
tem Tuesday that would reduce the 
maximum grade-point equivalent 
students can receive to 4.0 from 4.3. 
The recommendation will 
move on to the Academic Policies 
Committee. Faculty Council will al-
low the committee to decide 
whether changing the scale would 
result in eliminating A+ grades or 
permitting faculty to grant an A+ 
with a grade-point equivalent of 4.0. 
The nearly unanimous Faculty 
Council vote came after more than 
a year of discussion about grade in-
flation, which culminated in a student 
and faculty forum Feb. 26. Originally, 
Faculty Council had intended to vote 
on the elimination of the A+ grade, 
but instead chose to focus Tuesday 
on the overall grading scale. 
Assistant Professor Marie Gar-
land, organizational communica-
tion, learning and design, motioned 
to change the grading scale. She said 
the current grading scale is unfair to 
student<; because the college is op-
erating on a different scale than oth-
er institutions. This difference 
makes it difficult to compare Ithaca 
College students to others, she said. 
"The 4.3 inflates the scale," she 
said. "If students and faculty for-
get the scale, they don't realize that 
comparatively the scale is different 
than other schools." 
Associate Professor Mary 
Ann Rishel, writing, said depart-
ments also need to discuss what 
specific grades mean. She said 
members of each department 
need to sit down and evaluate 
what constitutes A-level work. 
"Until we look at why faculty 
grade how they do, we can't make 
a decision," Rishel said. 
Associate Professor Lee Bailey, 
philosophy and religion, who issued 
a Grading Policies Committee report 
on the issue in December 2000, said 
he agreed with Rishel, but stressed 
the importance of immediate action. 
"We need a philosophical dis-
Circles vote· postponed 
JOE PASTERIS/THE ITHACAN 
DAVID HERRICK OF TG Miller Engineers and Surveyors presents the expansion plan for the 
College Circle Apartments to the Town of Ithaca Planning Board Tuesday night. 
Planning Board delays approval of plan 
after lengthy environmental discussion 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Assistant News Editor 
Plans to more than double the 
capacity of the College Circle 
Apartments and add a nearly 
8,000-square-foot community 
building to the complex moved 
one step closer to approval 
Tuesday night. 
The Town of Ithaca Planning 
Board certified Integrated Acqui-
sition and Development's plan to 
build new apartments and in-
crease the number of Circles res-
idents from 324 to 750 would have 
no negative impact on the sur-
rounding environment. 
IAD plans to purchase the Cir-
cles from JMS Realty, the current 
owner, and significantly expand 
them. The college has agreed to 
lease the Circles from IAD for use 
as on-campus housing beginning 
next academic year. 
Herman Sieverding, an IAD 
vice president, said the expan-
sion of the Circles should be 
complete by August 2003. 
Planning Board Chainnan 
Fred Wilcox ill said IAD had to 
prove the plans would not harm the 
environment before the board 
could give preliminary approval. 
IAD can apply for final approval 
once the conditions attached to the 
preliminary approval are met. 
The Planning Board was 
scheduled to vote on offering pre-
liminary approval to IAD's 
plans Tuesday, but because the 
environmental issues required 
so much debate, the vote was put 
off until March 19. 
"We're on a very tight 
schedule here," Sieverding 
said, asking that the board 
move forward as quickly as pos-
sible. "W~'d obviously like to 
begin work up there as soon as 
students leave_ this year." 
Thomas Salm, Ithaca College 
vice president for business and ad-
ministrative affairs, assured the 
board that the college would cqn-
struct a connector road for pecfes-
trian and vehicle·traffic between the 
Circles and campus. 
The board had indicated it 
would not approve the plans 
without a promise to build the road 
to alleviate traffic between the col-
lege and the Circles on 96B. 
Salm said the connector 
road could be modified in the fu-
ture to better accommodate the 
construction of a field house, 
which is part of the college's 20-
year master plan. 
The community building 
that is now part of IAD's plans 
will include residential life of-
fices, an exercise room, a 
meeting room, mail services 
and laundry facilities. · 
"I think what's important 
here is that this is really focused 
on the residents of the College 
Circles - the students," said 
Vincent Nicotra, the architect for 
the entire project. 
Although the board did not 
have time to vote on the site 
plan, a number of people spoke 
in favor of granting approval, in-
cluding Tompkins County 
Sheriff Peter Meskill. 
"To be blunt, it's been nothing 
but a disaster and a pain in our 
backsides to deal with the Cir-
cles," he said. "It's cost you as 
taxpayers thousands of dollars to 
go in and break up parties. If Itha-
ca College takes over this prop-
erty, that will certainly help to 
mitigate those problems." 
cussion on the meaning of 
grades," he said. "However.it is im-
portant that we don't delay too long. 
·The A+ creates serious, major 
grade inflation problems." 
Garland admitted the relation-
ship between performance and 
grades was important, but stressed 
- that reforming the grading scale 
was the more immediate issue. 
"How professors attribute 
grades to performance can't be ad-
dressed here," Garland said. "But 
we can address the fact that we 
don't have a scale which can com-
pare our students to others." 
Junior Brenna Corbett, Student 
Government Association vice pres-
ident of academics, said she sup-
ported Faculty Council in its decision. 
"Although you're never going to 
make everyone happy, this would be 
a more reasonable solution than drop-
ping the A+ altogether," she said. 
A sub-committee of the Acade-
mic Policies Committee will dis-
cuss Faculty Council's proposal by 
the end of the month before pre-
senting it to the full committee. 
Faculty Council Chairman Stan-
ley Seltzer, associate professor of 
mathematics and computer science, 
said this recommendation is only one 
piece of the grade inflation discus-
sion. Council will continue its dis-
cussion of the issue by focusing on 
a recommendatiorr about changing 
the pass/fail system, he said. 
HS&HP candidate 
shares abilities 
BY GEN SALAMONE 
Contributing Writer 
An administrator who has 
patented two health care devices 
visited the college Thursday and 
Friday as the first candidate for dean 
of the School of Health Sciences 
and Human Performance. 
Steven Siconolfi is the interim 
deputy dean of health sciences and 
research for the Eugene Applebaum 
College of Pharmacy and Health Is-
sues at Wayne State University m 
Detroit. 
While a lead research scientist at 
the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, he developed a 
soft-sided air displacement volu-
mometer that measures body volume 
and a body fluids monitor. 
S1conolfi answered questions 
from faculty members and students 
during an open session Friday. 
He said he is interested in com-
ing to Ithaca College because of the 
reputation of HS&HP and because 
he would be closer to family. 
"I want to retire here," 
Siconolfi said. "I have about another 
15-20 years left in my career, so this 
is the last phase." 
Siconolfi holds a bachelor's m 
physical education and a master's 
m exercise physiology from 
Springfield College (Mass.). He 
earned his doctorate in exercise 
physiology from Kent State Uni-
versity (Ohio) and has been pub-
lished in many academic Journals. 
At Wayne State University, 
Siconolfi said he acquired many 
skills he feels qualify l11m to be 
dean of HS&HP. 
Siconolfi said educating faculty 
members is the key to improving the 
quality of learning for students. 
"We have to take a look at what 
is wrong and fix it," he said. "We 
have to ;tart at the bottom and work 
our way up to the top." 
A college professor since 197 4, 
he said teaching has always occupied 
a central role in his life. Siconolfi has 
also taught at the University of Hous-
ton, Springfield College, Purdue 
University, University of Rhode Is-
land and Kent State University. 
"Teaching has always been a part 
of my life, and I do love to teach," 
Siconolfi said. "I plan to teach at least 
one class here." 
Search Committee Cha1mrnn 
Professor Kent Scriber, exercise and 
sport sciences, said the committee 
was impressed with Siconolfi 's 
background, and the umque pro-
grams he had set up at Wayne State. 
"We thought his experiences put 
him apart from some of the other 
applicants, which is why he was se-
lected among the four final candi-
dates," Scnber said. 
A second candidate, Dan Be-
nardot, associate dean for research 
in the College of Health and Human 
Sciences at Georgia State Univer-
sity in Atlanta, will hold an open 
session today at 10 a.m. in Klm-
genstein Lounge, Campus Center. 
Actmg Dean John Bonaguro of 
HS&HP, who is also a finalist, will 
speak on March 19 at 10 a.m. in the 
Alumni Hall Conference Room. 
NICHOLAS CASCIANO/THE ITHACAN 
STEVEN SINCONOLR, candidate for the position of dean of the 
School of Health Sciences and Human Performance, answers ques-
tions from students and faculty Friday morning. · · 
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College to defend against discrimination and retaliation charges 
Continued from Page 1 
informed opinions," she said. 
As part of her tenure application, 
Byerly said in the lawsuit, she sub-
mitted nine peer reviews from 
tenured Ithaca College professors 
and 10 outside review letters from 
colleagues whom she selected, 
which "uniformly found her 
teaching performance to be highly 
effective." 
president for academic affairs. 
"Sometimes you can see a pat-
tern of improvement," he said. 
"That's really what we're looking 
for. To attain tenure and promotion 
to associate [professor], you have 
to show a sustained record of ex-




from the School of 
Communications 
at the University 
of Washington. 
She published a 
book, titled 
"Mother's Book: 
How to Survive 
the Incest of Your 
'' We're going to 
aggressively 
defend ourselves 
in this one. '' 
-NANCY PRINGLE 
vice president 
and college counsel 
"The plaintiff has and continues to 
suffer extreme mental anguish and 
emotional distress, pain and suf-
fering, deprivation of her liberty, hu-
miliation, embarrassment, shame, 
indignity and disgrace." 
No one associated with the Roy 
H. Park School of Communications 
would comment on the lawsuit. 
Byr.rly said administrators 
minimized her record of scholar-
ship and service and relied sole-
ly on a "suspicious few" negative 
ev,,Iuations. 
Before coming to Ithaca College, 
Byerly taught as an assistant pro-
fessor of media studies at Radford 
(Va.) University from Fall 1991 to 
May 1996. Child," in 1985. ------------------
The college is drafting its legal 
response. Attorney Daniel Bordoni 
of Bond, Schoeneck and King in 
Syracuse, who is handling the 
case, said he will submit an answer 
in several days. 
In general, five years of student 
evaluations present a clear picture 
of teaching abitity, said William 
Scoones, interim provost and vice 
Kathy Thompson, administra-
tive assistant to the vice president 
for academic affairs at Radford 
University, said Byerly had a 
tenure-track position. She was 
preparing an application package, 
Thompson said, but left before she 
submitted it. 
Byerly, 56, now living in Hy-
attsville, Md., is employed as a vis-
iting assistant professor at the Uni-
versity of Maryland. 
She is demanding a jury trial 
and is seeking both compensato-
ry and punitive damages. 
"As a direct and proximate re-
suit of the wrongful conduct of the 
defendant'>, the plaintiff has suffered 
a loss of income and has been de-
nied promotional opportunities as 
well as salary irntl benefits com-
mensurate with her abilities and 
equal to those of males holding sim-
ilar positions," the lawsuit states. 
When asked if the college 
would head to court or choose to 
· settle, Nancy Pringle, vice president 
and college counsel, said, "We're 
going to aggressively defend our-
selves in this one:· 
· Legal independence brings extra responsibility in life on campus 
Continued from Page 1 
must be one of the following: 24 years old 
as of Jan. I of the award year, married, 
an orphan or ward of the court or a vet-
eran. Students would also qualify if they 
have dependents other than a spouse. 
Davies currently has two jobs - work-
study employment on campus with the Of-
fice of Conference and Events Services and 
a part-time position at Tops grocery store 
on Route 13. Between botli jobs, he totals 
nearly 20 hours each week, and the majority 
of his income goes directly toward cover-
ing the cost of attending Ithaca College. 
Freshman Julie Stephens declared her fi-
nancial independence earlier this year. 
Stephens was adopted from India when she 
was 7 weeks old. Her mother died nearly 
four years ago, and her 84-year-old father, 
whose income averages less than $10,000 
a year, is unable to pay for her education. 
"I pay for everything myself, so it just 
made sense to be independent," she said. 
Presently Stephens is responsible for 
paying $5,000 of the cost to attend the col-
lege. She uses a college savings fund her_ 
parents started and Social Security checks 
she has received every month since her 
mother's death to pay for it. 
The rest is covered by the New York 
State Tuition Assistance Program and oth-
er loans and grants. During the summer, she 
works full time to earn money for her books. 
She also has a job on campus at the Grande 
Central Cafe. 
"I have to make sure that my bills are 
paid," she said. "My dad's not worrying, 'Oh, 
you don't have money for books?' If I don't, 
that's too bad. That's my responsibility." 
Working and saving money isn't always 
easy. Sometimes, Stephens said she doesn't 
have the time or money for things that some 
others do. 
"Especially at a private school like this, 
where a lot of the kids are well off, it's easy 
to feel like you're missing out on some 
things," she said. 
But Stephens might really miss out on 
an Ithaca College education if proposed 
state budget cuts are passed this spring. 
New York Gov. George Pataki recently 
proposed to decrease TAP funding by $155 
million and retain the "bare bones" budget 
passed last year, which cut funds available 
to programs like HEOP by $13.8 million. 
Stephens, a broadcast journalism major, 
said if her aid is significantly reduced, she 
would be forced to consider transferring. 
"I don't want to do that," she said. "I 
mean, you grow to love where you are, and 
you don't want to change that." 
If the reduced state budget is passed, 
Davies said he could expect to pay $6,000 
to $10,000 more next year. He went with oth-
er students to Albany to lobby against the pro-
posed cuts last months. 
Chambers said there are no special fi-
nancial aid programs specifically for stu-
dents with independent status but the Fed-
eral Stafford Loan Program allows higher 
loan limits. 
Davies, a p9litics major and legal stud-
ies minor, said he feels it is the responsi-
bility of New York state to help fund his ed-
ucation. 
!'I think right now education is an im-
portant enough aspect of young people's lives 
that New York state is obligated to pay for 
that," he said. 





Come see this eHciting NEW ROD Ill ON to 
on-campus housing at the 
College Circle Open House 
Wednesday, March 19 
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Tours depart from the 
College Circle Rental Office. 
Need transportation? 
H shuttle uan will depart_ from the 
IC flag pole euery fiue minutes. 
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Elevator reopens doors Guest lecturer to challenge body perceptions 
BY TINA MALVASI 
Contributing Writer 
Sophomore Karla Crowley 
sometimes waits five minutes 
for an elevator to the 11th floor 
of the West Tower. 
"I waste so much time 
waiting for the elevator," she 
said. "There arc a lot of other 
things I could be doing." 
Crowley and more than 300 
rcsidenL'i have been delayed 
while one of the two elevators in 
the West Tower was closed for 
repairs from Feb. l until Feb. 24. 
Officials from Otis Elevator 
Co., which responds to mainte-
nance problems, said workers re-
paired a dry shaft in a gear box 
that was worn, which had made 
the elevator unsafe. 
The college chose not to re-
place the shaft completely, 
which would have taken six to 
eight weeks. 
Otis officials said because 
the elevators are 38 years old 
and used heavily, they need 
constant maintenance. 
Even though the repairs are 
now complete, the elevators 
continue to break down or be 
shut down. 
As a result, students like 
sophomore Kristin Serinis, a 
seventh floor resident, have 
been using the stairs more 
frequently. 
"It is upsetting when they 
shut down the elevators to assess 
if they will get a new one or just 
replace a part when these ele-
vators are 38 years old," she said. 
"After being fixed for a week or 
two they break down again." 
The cleaning staff mem-
bers are also not able to perform 
their regular routines. When 
only one elevator is working, 
there is not enough room for 
their supply carts because stu-
dents fill the elevator. 
The cleaning staff has 
spent extra money in order to 
be able to fill supply closets on 
every floor since they no 
longer have their carts, said fa-
cilities attendant Nancy 
Wackowicz, who works on 
floors eight through 13. 
Workers are also carrying 
buckets with cleaning tools up 
and down the stairs. Vacuum-
ing floors has also been difficult 
since the vacuums arc too 
heavy to carry up and down 
stairs, she said. -
"I go home practically in 
tears because my back and legs 
hurt so much," she said. 
The Office of Financial 
Services and Purchasing, lo-
cated on the 14th floor, has 
had to adjust to the repairs. 
Employees adjusted their 
schedules so they can leave 
earlier for appointments. 
Bonnie Solt Prunty, direc-
tor of residential life and ju-
dicial affairs, said the college 
recognizes that the elevators 
need to be replaced but that 
there are other expensive pri-
orities for residence halls, 
such as new sprinklers in the 
Quads and renovations in the 
Garden Apartments. 
CORINNE JACOBYffHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN NICOLE NOLAN waits on the ground floor 
Friday, Feb. 22 for the one working elevator in the West Tower. 
"It is important that people 
understand that the elevators are 
safe, and if they were not safe 
to use Otis Elevator would shut 
them down," she said. 
However, residents and 
employees of the West Tower 
continue to be hesitant to use 
the elevators after they have 
been repaired. 
"For what we pay in tuition, 
we should not have to wait so 
long [ for elevators to arrive] 
and have to worry about them 
breaking down," freshman 
Alicia Wehle said. 
BY BROOKE BENNETT 
Staff Writer 
A recovering starver/binger and "fooda-
phobe" will discuss eating disorders and body 
image at 7 p.m. in Emerson Suites tonight. 
River Huston, a lecturer, journalist and poet, 
will explore the relationship between messages 
in mass media and eating disorers m her speech, 
"It's None of My Business What Oprah 
Weighs." Her presentation, which is sponsored 
by the Student Government Associat10n, will 
challenge images of beauty m pop culture. 
According to Huston's website, 9 out of 
IO women have unhealthy relationships 
with their bodies and increasing numbers of 
men suffer from a negative body image. Hus-
ton holds degrees in physical education and 
music from Hunter College in New York City. 
Her presentation aims to help students rec-
ognize messages that undermine their self es-
teem, improve their relationships with their 
bodies, change their notions of beauty and rec-
ognize distorted perceptions of their bodies. 
Senior Katrina Baker, SGA vice president 
for campus affairs, said although eating dis-
orders are typically considered a women's is-
sue, Huston's speech will also cover issues 
about men's bodies. 
"I've asked her to make sure she's notjw,t 
talking about female issues," Baker said. 
"[Body image] is not Just a female issue, and 
I think you can see that when you walk mto 
the Fitness Center." 
Baker said the presentation is part of an 
effort by the Campus Affairs Committee to 
raise awareness of mental illnesses, includ-
ing depression. She said students need to be 
aware of mental health issues. 
The Campus Affairs Committee 1s 
putting together a pamphlet on how to help 
people who may have an eatmg disorder. Bak-
er said more resources need to be available 




Applications are available in 
the Student Activities Center. 
... , ............................ ,,. .............................................................. . 
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Maintenance system gets a fix 
Repair line 
seeks to solve 
confusions 
BY WENDI DOWST 
Staff W_n_·r£_'r _______ _ 
Junior Bridget Russo made 
sever al maintenance requests 
during a two-month period last fall 
about the cracked electrical out-
let plates and damaged cable fix-
ture in her Terrace 3 single room. 
Because no one'from the Fix-
It Line, the Office of Residential 
Life and Judicial Affairs' repair 
answering service, came to 
check it out, Russo thought 
workers were ignoring her prob-
lem - what she considered a fire 
hazard. 
Although maintenance workers 
replacing sprinkler heads in her 
building in November told her it 
was not an emergency because it 
was not a fire hazard, Russo said 
she is still waiting for a response 
about the repairs. 
... :t •' - ·~~..,.., .. -' 
Russo said any response to her 
messages and more information 
about the repair process would 
have been helpful. 
BECKI CONANT/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR BRIDGET RUSSO has been waiting since the fall semester for maintenance repairs to her 
broken cable outlet in her Terrace 3 room. Though the cable outlet works, Russo called the Fix-It Line 
because she was concerned that the exposed wires could be a potential fire hazard. 
Because callers have often 
been uncertain about whether the 
Fix-It Line was domg its job, res-
idential life decided to implement 
a call-back service Feb. 25. 
A phone recording directs 
callers to one of the two area of-
fices. Area office personnel enter 
requests into an Office of Physi-
cal Plant database by the follow-
ing business day. 
The call-back service is imple-
mented after calls are entered into 
the database. The caller will receive 
a return phone call to confirm the 
request has been processed. 
"I didn't even know if I left the 
WHAT TO PACK FOR 
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(' I 
message correctly because I never 
got a call back," she said. "It was 
confusing. I couldn't get anyone to 
tell me if it was important." 
Last year, paper forms for 
maintenance requests were filed 
through resident assistants and res-
idential life employees to the 
The Web 
physical plant. 
Sophomore resident assistant 
Elizabeth Lacombe said for the 
most part. the Fix-It Line has made 
the process simpler and faster. 
"It makes life easier for 
everyone," she said. "It's good for 














drink bottled waterf 
Have a Safe Spring Break. 




& much much more 
will he there ... will you? 
Don't be left out -
plan to attend! 
• Vendor Showcase 
• Seminars 
• College Showcase 
Details are available 
at our Web site: 
www.ithaca.edu/ edtechday/ 
themselves. RAs don't have to 
call. It shortens the paper work." 
Eventually, the Fix-It Line 
will be accessible online, said Jen-
ny Pickett, facilities coordinator 
for the Office of Residential Life 
and Judicial Affairs. 
Required entry fields would en-
sure that students left all the nec-
essary information. 
''Sometimes students will for-
get to leave important information 
on the [Fix-It Line] message, 
like their address," Pickett said. 
Although studen_ts should leave 
up to 10 days for the physical plant 
to respond, approximately half of the 
requests receive responses the next 
day, Pickett said. 
"The Fix-It Line speeds up the re-
quest process," said Pickett. "This 
system responds to requests with a 
faster turn around time." 
Debra Gregg, physical plant 
administrative assistant, said the 
three residence hall maintenance 
mechanics try to deal with prob-
lems as soon as possible. 
"They try to respond withm the 
day, but sometimes they have to 
order a part," Gregg said. 
Senior Zachary Miner said the 
longest he waited for a repair in his 
Garden Apartment was two weeks. 
He said the Fix-It Line works 
faster than last year's system of sub-
mitting maintenance requests be-
cause he can take a more active role. 
"It worked pretty well," Miner 
said. "They are almost always able 
to fix whatever's wrong. [Last 
year] they always seemed to take for-
ever. Stuff eventually got fixed, but 
it seemed less pro-active." 
The phone _number for the 
Fix-It Line is 274-7373. 
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Feb.21 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Terrace 3 
Summary: Caller reported receiving harass-
ing telephone calls from unknown person. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Officer reported that a vehicle was 
stuck in the grass between L-lot and College 
Circle Apartments. Vehicle was towed and -
driver judicially referred for damage to prop-
erty. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Report that an unknown person 
had thrown a burning piece of cloth onto a 
balcony. Caller reported the fire was out, and 
no one had been injured. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Found property 
Location: Textor Hall 
Summary: Set of keys found in Textor Hall. 
Item brought to Campus Safety. 
• Medical assist 
Location: P-lot 
Summary: Caller reported having signs of a 
heart attack. Ambulance notified, and the 
person was transported to CMG. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Feb.22 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported the odor of mari-
juana. Officer found marijuana and para-
phernalia. Four students were judicially 
referred. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Assist other agency 
Location: Cornell University Public Safety 
Summary: Caller requested that an'lthaca 
College student be transported back to cam-
pus. Student was transported to the Health 
Center due to injuries from an incident that 
took place on Cornell campus. Case is being 
investigated by Cornell University Public 
Safety. Investigator Laura Durling. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller reported that an unknown 
person had thrown a fire extinguisher through 
a window. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Illegal dumping 
Location: Garden Apartment 27 
Summary: Caller reported illegal dumping. 
Judicial action pending after completion of 
investigation. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
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Campus Safety Log 
Incidents 
-Feb. 21 - Feb. 24 
• Latceny 
Location: Gannett Center 
Summary: Caller reported theft of a laptop 
computer from the projection room. 
Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo. 
• Theft of services 
Location: O-lot 
Summary: Ticket writer reported finding a 
fraudulently obtained permit on a parked 
vehicle. Vehicle was towed and the operator 
judicially referred. 
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Follow-up investigation 
Location: Garden Apartment 27 
Summary: Officer followed up on illegal 
dumping case reported earlier this date. 
Two students warned about dumping 
garbage and judicially referred for posses-
sion of marijuana, alcohol policy violation 
and possession of a stolen New York state 
road sign. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
Feb.23 
• Assist other agency - TCSD 
Location: All other - College Circle 
Apartments 
Summary: Caller requested officers to 
assist TCSD unit with a noise complaint. 
Officers found and dispersed a large party_ 
Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Officers reported that a person 
fled from them. One student judicially 
referred for alcohol policy violation and failure 
to comply. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Menacing 
Locijtion: J-lot 
Summary: Anonymous driver reported that 
a male subject brandished a knife in a 
threatening manner. Officers were unable to 
locate subject. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller requested an officer to 
assess an intoxicated person. One trans-
ported to the Health Center and judicially 
referred for violation of the alcohol policy. 
Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace Bridge 
Summary: SASP reported unknown person 
broke a window. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a damaged toilet 
in bathroom. Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: S-lot 
Summary: During a vehicle stop, officers 
found a keg in the back of the vehicle. Three 
judicially referred for underage possession of 
alcohol. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Found property 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: Caller reported finding a carrying 
case with numerous CDs inside. Unknown 
owner. Item brought to Campus Safety. 
• Theft of services 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Officers observed a TV cable run-
ning between two rooms. Four students judi-
cially referred. Criminal charges pending. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Caller reported that between Feb. 
21 at about 8:30 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. today, 
unknown persons removed the gas cap and 
rear window wiper arm from caller's parked 
vehicle. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a bias-related, 
homophobic statement written on a room 
door message board. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Feb.24 
• Theft of services 
Location: Campus Safety- Terraces 
Summary: Walk-in reported that a person 
was unwilling to pay taxi fare. Taxi driver 
and passenger came from the Terraces to 
Campus Safety to settle dispute. Person 
paid fare. One student judicially referred. 
Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Caller reported there was garbage 
all over the men's bathroom. Walk-through of 
bathroom done and garbage found in one of 
shower stalls. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported damage to the 
door window in the west entrance and an 
individual sleeping in the lounge. Subject 
arrested for criminal mischief and criminal 
trespass, issued a restriction from campus 
and released on appearance ticket for Town 
of Ithaca Court. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
son burned paper towels in bathroom. A 
burned spot was also found on the carpet 
in hallway. Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo. 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: Report that a vehicle had been 
dented. Dent was believed to have been 
caused by the vehicle parked next to 
caller's vehicle. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Officer reported a parked vehicle 
with the rear passenger's side taillight 
smashed out. Owner contacted and stated 
that the damage was new. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: Caller reported that unknown 
person wrote and drew on a photo. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: Caller reported that unknown 
person wrote an offensive message on the 
lobby wall. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: Caller reported an offensive 
message written on room door message 
board by unknown person sometime within 
the last hour. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: SASP reported suspicious odor 
of marijuana. Officer found marijuana and 
paraphernalia and two students were judi-
cially referred. Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo. 
KEY 
ABC -Alcohol Beverage Control Law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- Motor Vehicle Accident 
RA- Resident Assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T- Vehicle and Traffic Violation 
Feel free to 
bug us. 
Call the news desk with 
story tips at 
274-3207. 
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Editorials 
A sobering alternative 
Winter weekends in Ithaca can get monotonous, especially for those 
students whose off-campus options are limited to TCAT bus stops. The 
Student Activities Board always offers a· movie in Textor, and there 
are usually concerts and theater performances, but for people who just 
want to hang out while sticking to their shoestring budgets, choices 
h.:.ve traditionally been few. This year, however, a new program called 
IC After Dark has offered free creative programs on campus for sev-
eral weekends. , · 
So far, as many as 100 to 300 students have turned up for the events, 
the peak attendance being over Valentine's Day weekend when the Af-
tei;- Dark team hosted its rendition of "The Dating Game." Other activ-
ities have included dive-in movies, tarot card readings, live bands, dance 
lessons and massages. Most ideas for the activities come from the pro-
gram's director, Lauren Myers, and her crew of student volunteers. My-
ers said the stated purpose of the program is to offer students unique and 
fun activities as options for weekend breaks from classes and work. 
What the program really does is give students something to do be-
sides drink in their rooms, though the college prefers not to bill it as 
an "alternative to drinking." This approach will yield far more posi-
tive results than all the college's attempts to crack down on campus 
parties, especially as the After Dark program grows in scope and pop-
ularity. College students will inevitably still drink, but the best way to 
stop the bingeing is to keep students busy doing something else they 
will enjoy. 
After Dark programs encompass a wide range of interests, and My-
ers said she hopes to reach everyone. The onus, however, is on stu-
dents to ditch the drinking games in favor of creative, sober activities. 
After Dark offers other ways to have fun and wake up the next morn-
ing without a hangover. If Myers achieves her goal, or even double!Y 
the attendance she now has, the college will have won at least one bat-
tle against the bottle. 
Use our surplus wisely 
This year, Ithaca College expects an estimated $7 million budget 
surplus. Last year, the surplus was approximately the same, and the 
college used the money for renovations to the library and Garden 25, 
as well as to institute the new Parnassus system. This year, the jury is 
still out as to how the money will be spent. The campus has many needs, 
but the following projects should take top priority when the adminis-
tration allocates the surplus. 
During the last month, the West Tower has had one elevator to serve 
more than 300 residents and building cleaning staff, in addition to staff 
in offices on the 14th floor. The elevators in both Towers are 38 years 
old, and they constantly break down. Years of daily wear and week-
end beatings have taken their toll. Students and staff need to be safe 
when traveling between floors. Replacing the elevators should be the 
first thing done with the surplus. 
Part of last year's surplus went to renovating Garden 25. The poor 
condition of the other Garden buildings is now more apparent. All Gar-
den residents are entitled to working stoves and refurbished apartments. 
Students pay enough room and board to deserve adequate living en-
vironments. Renovating the Gardens should be the next priority. 
On equal footing with renovations for student housing, however, 
should be renovation for faculty workspac.e. Muller Faculty Center 1s 
one of the older buildings on campus that has not been updated. The 
halls and offices arc narrow and cramped. They are not friendly or even 
comfortable spaces for faculty to work and interact with students. Pro-
fessors need suitable office space just as students need suitable living 
space_ Both renovations tie for second place. 
Another area of campus that desperately needs a makeover is Tex-
tor Hall. One of the lecture halls been revamped, but the remaining 
sectors are quite pathetic, especially Textor 102. The largest lecture hall 
on campus should at least be fully outfitted with usable seats that do 
not dump unsuspecting students onto the floor. 
These four projects constitute the most pressing physical needs on 
campus and require attention. The surplus funds should be used to im-
prove these areas and make the campus a safer, more functional and 
comfortable place to study, work and live. 
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Editorial was off base 
Your Feb. 21 editorial, "An un-
fortunate need," offers a misguid-
ed opinion on matters clearly for-
eign to the author(s). Those of us 
actively vested in the constructive 
and noteworthy endeavor that 
you criticize are left to ponder your 
motive(s) and professionalism. 
Most egregious is your implicit 
characterization of President 
Williams' involvement as bungling 
and reactive. You contend it "un-
fortunately" resulted in her hiring a 
consulting firm to tell her to hire 
"someone new." Your portrayal is 
inaccurate and undeserved, and 
you owe President Williams an 
apology. 
Beyond the cheap shot, your 
race to judgement resulted in 
your failure to consider: (1) the rec-




emerged from a 20-plus member, 
campus-wide committee; (2) 
much to our good fortune, It was 
President Williams who recognized 
early our need for a proactive mar-
keting capability and it was she 
who originally created the com-
mittee; (3) the committee met 
over a 21-month period (including 
unpaid summers for some of us); 
(4) Ithaca College's competitive 
environment requires the use of the 
latest branding techniques, pro-
moted through multiple media 
and implemented through coordi-
nated communication strategies; 
and (5) its adoption requires spe-
cial expertise [a.k.a. Integrated 
Marketing Communications (under 
construction as a new Park 
School major)]. 
When launched, Ithaca College 
will join a few other leading-edge 






plemented this new capacity (Vir-
ginia, Pennsylvania and Cornell). 
Your willingness to criticize 
progress to date suggests you are 
familiar with alternative markct-
i_ng strategies. It would be help-
ful for you to identify and discuss 
your specific preferences and 
constructive insights in a future 




Send a letter 
The Ithacan welcomes correspon-
dence from all readers. Please 
include your name, phone number; 
year of graduation and/or your 
organizational or college title/ posi-
tion. Letters 11111st be 250 words or 
less and signed. The Ithacan 
reserves the right to edit letters for 
length, clarity and taste. 
The Ithacan reaches 
more than 5,500 readers a week. 
If you've got something to say, 
here's your chance. 
Drop your letters off at 269 Roy H. Park Hall or e-mail thenito ithacan@ithaca.edu 













As a "pro-life" conservative, I have often been portrayed as a A basic belief of pro-life advocates is that life begins at 
religious zealot who wants to remove reproductive freedoms. conception. However, the defining moment of when a fetus 
Contrarily, I strongly believe men and women should have full becomes a person is a religious or personal belief, not a 
freedom to make and serve the consequences for their own biological one. It is not likely that a consensus will be reached 
choices when it comes to sexual relations, and I have no desire to regarding when life, or "personhood," actually begins. 
force my religious values on others. Instead, I want to stand up ~-'='""""'.. Another argument is that with so much contraception, 
for the rights of unborn children who are defenseless against the there should be no unwanted pregnancies. While 
"choice" that others may make to determine their fate, as well contraception use is high, no birth control method is 
as the emotional rights of women who have to cope with completely reliable except for abstinence, which is 
killing for years after the procedure. impractical for many people who wish to enjoy intimacy 
In January, a meeting of the United Nations Convention with people they love - inside or outside of marriage. For 
on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women medical or religious reasons, many women can't use the 
declared that abortion is hazardous to women's health most effective methods ·of birth control. Also, 
with its physical complications, psychological contraception information and services are still not 
problems and possibility of infertility. Life cle·arly available to all women, especially the poor. The position 
begins at conception and continues unless stopped by that some women (and men) are careless about birth 
human intervention. Much as a gardener would not kill control is irrelevant to the argument. 
seeds before they sprout, we should not end innocent Those arguing from a religious standpoint cite 
lives before they receive their inalienable right to live. verses from sacred texts to prove abortion is wrong in 
Science has shown that a group of cells, called a the eyes of a higher power. In order to accept this 
zygote, will grow into a human being, and this process argument, one must subscribe to that particular religion, 
begins at the union between a sperm and an egg. believe the sacred text to be the word of God, and the 
Therefore, any argument proposing the beginning of life interpretation is correct. A popular passage is Psalm 139. 
at another point is faulted since there is no other physical This passage states God is directly involved in the 
manner to begin a life beside fertilization. ~ creation of a fetus and knows its future. But according to 
Thinking pragmatically about sexual decisions is not these same people, God creates all living things, 
very common, and I commend President Busn:s recent including vegetation and insects. It is erroneous to 
focus on abstinence education in the schools for this conclude from this verse that a fetus is a human being 
reason. This approach to education, with an increased and deserving of more protection than women, 
role of parental discipline, can only decrease regardless of one's faith or lack thereof. 
promiscuity and dependence on contrac<;'!ptives in the The Institute of Medicine of the National Academy 
next generation. of Sciences concluded abortion is not associated with 
According to Psalm 139, God has known every an increase of mental illness. Some women experience 
person and loved them since he formed them in the guilt feelings, but a higher percentage suffer postpartum 
womb. Whether one believes in God or not, the fact is that depression. The Centers for Disease Control reported the 
life can only come from a sexual union between a man and risk of dying from childbirth to be 13 times greater 
a woman. People are aware of this when deciding to than by abortion. That some women experience 
have intercourse. -.,..._~'II-feelings of guilt or remorse is no reason to make 
"Pro-life" supporters are not trying to take away-;::::: ~- ---nliW"\B"abortion illegal for all. 
the rights of anyone. Instead, they are protecting the --=::co_--_ ?-ffi_ - Onecanbebothpro-Iifeandalsosupportawoman's 
rights of innocent unborn children of parents who have, right to choose under certain circumstances. The crux of the 
married or not, chosen with clear consequences to have sexual argument is whether a woman's rights should be subordinate to 
intercourse. Whether one views premarital sex as moral or not, those of her embryo. No woman should have her right to 
there are known consequences for every action. To knowingly reproductive freedom taken from her based on the religious, 
deprive a child the chance to Ii ve is unconstitutional, inhumane personal or individual beliefs ofothers. She must decide on herown 
and wrong. what the right choice is and must be given that opportunity. 
Roger Custer is a sophomore politics major. Jen Chamberlain is a junior journalism major. 
Debates and commentaries will appear in this spot weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Megan Tetrick at 274-3208. 
Ithacan 
Inquirer: 
'' It depends on how they use it. 
If you 4buse it, it definitely has an 
effect.'' 
- JESSICA BAJOHR '04 
, , I don't think drinking and 
smoking affect academic life. It's 
more a student's personality ... 
and how serious they are about 
their future.,, 
-ASHWIN KRISHNAMOORTHY '03 
Do you think that drinking 
affects academic life? 
'' It depends on how much you 
drink. I think there's a good num-
ber of students who drink to 
excess. There's a core group in 
every class.'' 
- KENN FROEBERG '02 
'' As long as it's not excessive, 
it doesn't affect it. I guess I don't 
think the majority do drink 
excessively.,' 
- JOY BOSTROM '05 





for the home stretch 
I just saw a magic trick. The magician 
held up three cards: a king, a queen and an 
ace. He put the ace down on a table. I'm 
sure it was the ace. 
After all, I saw the 
card. But when he 
picked it back up, it 
was a king. And the 
strange thing was, all 
the other cards in his 
hand were kings too. 
Where did the queen 
and the ace go? 
I'm sure there's 
some easy solution to this trick, and I'm 
positive that if I saw it a couple more 
times, I'd figure out how he did it. But 
I'm not sure that I really want to know. 
Remember fifth grade science class 
when you found out the stars weren't 
these miraculous points of light in the 
sky, but rather just balls of gas and dust? 
There's nothing special about that. 
There's enough dust in my room to make 
a sky full of stars. 
In college, this happens all the time, no 
matter what your major. Music kids, have 
you analyzed a piece of music so much 
that you no longer want to listen to it ? And 
when you hear that piece, do you want to 
strangle whoever's playing it with their 
own instrument? TV-R majors, can you 
watch a television show without critiquing 
every camera angle? English majors, have 
you read and re-read a book looking for 
some inkling of meaning so long that 
finally you just gave up? 
In the book "Matilda," by Roald 
Dahl, there's a scene where Matilda, four 
at the time, is in the library, reading a 
book by Ernest Hemingway. She says, 
"Mr. Hemingway says a lot of things I 
don't understand . . . Especially about 
men and women. But I loved it all the 
same." And the librarian says, "Don't 
worry about the bits you don't 
understand. Sit back and allow the words 
to wash around you, like music." 
Can you imagine a professor, 
regardless of who it is or what you're 
studying, saying that to you? Of course 
not. Academia is a quest for 
understanding, and not necessarily a 
journey on which wonder and beauty 
will be found around every comer. 
Sometimes we push ourselves so hard to 
understand that the beauty and fun of our 
pursuits disappears. 
It's true that much of the time, 
learning is a good thing. When learning 
is at its best, we don't lose our pure, 
unadulterated wonder. Instead, the 
learning just increases our passion for a 
subject, makes us want to learn 
everything there is to know, and we have 
to start asking new questions just so 
there's something more to go after. 
But now, when we've hit this mid-
semester slump, it's hard to remember our 
passion for learning. Maybe it's senioritis, 
but I know a lot of people who believe 
going to class is a waste of time. Why 
spend time re-reading and re-playing, 
looking for some deeper meaning in the 
material at hand if we've lost the wonder 
that's driven us to do so in the first place? 
Spring break starts tomorrow. Use 
your week off to re-capture your wonder. 
Remember what made you passionate 
about your major. Look at the ocean and 
forget that the moon causes high and low 
tides. Listen to jazz without counting the 
beats. Watch your favorite movie 
without critiquing the direction. See a 
play. Look at the stars. 
And if you get a chance,. read 
"Matilda." It's a great book. 
Kristen Racld s Spice Rack appears in 
this space every other week. E-mail her aJ 
chocolateluvvO'J@yohoo.com 
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NYSWCAA would like to congratulate the 
Women's Basketball Team 
• Empire 8 Champions 
• New York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association Cha1npions 
• NCAA Division III Tournament 
Men's Basketball Teatn 
• Etnpire 8 Champions 
• NCAA Division III Tournament 
Congratulations on a Great Year and Remember: 
''It's a Great Day to be a Bomber." 
Announcing the Fall 2002 
College Circle, 
Garden Apartment & Terrace Suite 
Application Process! 
College Circle, Garden Apartment and Terrace Suite Applications 
are now available at the Residential Life Off ice. 
Completed Applications 
are due to the 
Resid_ential Life Off ice on: 
Friday, March 22, 2002, at 5:00 p.m. 
No applications will be 
accepted after that time. 
For more information, 
visit the lottery homepage at 
www.ithaca.edu/lottery. 
.,. 
Filmmaker showcased . 
Hillel's Artist in Residence Abraham 
Ravett presents his work. Page 13 CCent THURSDAY MARCH 7, 2002 PAGE11 
An uncommon story 
BY PAIGE WILLIAMS 
Staff Writer 
College students laugh together as they walk 
down tree-lined streets. A group of peaceful 
protestors march back and forth, carrying signs 
and rallying for their cause. Young children 
amuse themselves on a wooden playground. 
A guitarist sits on a bench strumming Jimmy 
Buffet tunes. This is The Commons, one of 
Ithaca's most distinguishing features. 
"The Commons is a great place because 
there is always something going on down 
there," freshman Holly Worley said. "No mat-
ter who you are or what you like, there is 
something in The Commons for you." 
Yet this group of shops and restaurants 
unique to Ithaca has not been around very long. 
The Commons were renovated as part of an 
urban renewal project in the I 970s. 
Keith McNeill was appointed by former 
Mayor John Ryan to be chairman of the ur-
ban renewal committee. McNeill said at the 
time the community was resentful of the 
prospect of renovation. 
He said in the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
urban renewal occurred throughout the 
United States. The goal of the projects was 
to replace old buildings with newer, safer 
ones, with or without the owners' consent. 
McNeill said protestors of the project be-
lieved it was not right to force citizens to 
give up their property if they did not wish 
to do so. 
During this time of conflict, Route 13 was 
in the process of being constructed. Many big 
businesses with roots in The Commons were 
looking to move to superior locations along 
the highway, McNeill said. 
One of the goals of the urban renewal 
process was to modernize the Commons in 
an effort to entice these businesses to stay, 
McNeill said. 
Paul Glover, founder of Ithaca HOURS, 
recalls in his article "Commons Destiny" of 
the time prior to the constuction of Route 13, 
when The Commons was "the only major 
shopping district within 20 miles." When the 
highway was completed, long before the ur-
ban renewal renovations, large chains and 
businesses made new homes on Route 13. 
This is the reason why The Commons is such 
a collection of unique, small businesses to-
day, Glover added. 
Despite the failures of urban renewal, Mc-
Neill still stands by the project. 
"Although many might disagree with me, 
I still feel that urban renewal was somewhat 
successful in Ithaca," he said. 
Urban renewal replaced old businesses 
with new ones, making tax assessments 
higher. On one hand, the city made more in-
come from taxes, McNeill said. On the oth-
er, businesses were forced to pay more mon-
. . . . •. ,. -~··:·,-.,,--_;, ey in taxes. 
: ' · · ' But the renova-
.•. ,, 
J1··i1:~- ', 
. . ' 
- .".:. ,' 





t h e 
PHOTO COPYRIGHT C HADLEY SMITH 
ABOVE, A PHOTO taken by a local photographer about 30 years before urban renewal titled "State St. Late '40s." Below, the same 
view taken today looking east down The Commons. In the 1970s redevelopment altered the look of The Commons. 
downtown area for the better, Glover said. Kitchen Theatre, which holds only 75 peo-
'The Commons welcomes the spirit of this pie. Spectators are never more than three rows 
can-do city to continually reshape downtown away from the actors on stage, creating an 
for our broader civic aims and ... serves as intimate setting. 
an incubator for hometown creativity," Cinemapolis, the downtown movie 
Glover said. theater, offers art-house and independent 
"I would say that [most people] have to- films at a low cost. The theater features 
tally forgotten urban renewal," McNeill said unique refreshments such as homemade 
with a laugh. baked goods. 
Several years after Urban Renewal oc- The downtown area is also famous for its 
curred, Seneca and Green Streets were ren- annual festivals. 
ovated to became one-way. The process October brings the Apple Harvest Festi-
eventually resulted in a pedestrian-only val to The Commons, when the sale of ap-
downtown area. pie products, live entertainment and a craft 
Strolling through the renovated downtown fair make the event a favorite with Ithaca Col-
district now is an experience to be remembered. lege students. 
Visitors are tempted by casual restaurants In February, The Commons holds a 
such as Gino's Pizza, where a $1.50 buys Chili Cook-Off, with various restaurants com-
them a mammoth slice of pizza. peting for the best-tasting chili. 
Larger, more formal restaurants abound, In June, the annual Ithaca Festival 
"Why is The Commons important?" 
Glover said. "Because it focuses our com-
munity identity." The festivals, the food, the 
shops, the people - all contribute to the dis-
tinct flavor of The Commons, that "glim-
mering fabric" that would perhaps not exist 
at all if it were not for the Urban Renewal 
Project in the 1970s. 
"I think [The Commons] are a thing that 
is very unique to Ithaca," junior Joe Mc-
Connell said. "It wouldn't be the same with-
out them." 
• j 
such as Simeon's, which boasts amazing comes to The Commons, drawing thousands /-.! 
sandwiches. of people downtown to view the talent of , 
Galleries and craft stores beckon those many of the local artists. .I 
who have an appreciation for art. State of the "The story of the Ithaca Festival is a cot-/' __ .... 
Art Gallery, for example, offers monthly ex- Iection of Ithaca's most amazing moments," /'I;. : 
hibits of the work of local artists. Ithacan Laurel Guy said. "Moments that ! '"): 
' ' Shopping, too, is a sizable draw of The capture Ithacans when they're at their/ , · 
Commons. While downtown, customers most brilliant, open, artistic an 
can purchase everything from local pottery musical - when they're most 
to rare used books. . .. [The festival] allows us to Sf 
The area is home to several live theater 'glimmering fabric' of 
houses, such as the . ~ , . community." 
< :~ .... ~ . ~r~-~4-~-~· 
/ "'~~:· ;,;,~·- 0 
'"' ... <~ ,., 
' . j;~· ~ 
/~/·' ;. ' -! -,; f 
,I,, 1 
.y'~ t-
'l' ' " 
··/ '. 
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Peace through dancing 
BY HEATHER MATTHEWS 
St[!ff Writer 
The room is quiet and lit by dim 
candles. The smell of incense 
lingers in the air, and slowly the 
sound of on'! voice chanting fills the 
room. The group of 60 moves as 
one, whilt.: their voices join in the 
chant and harmonize to the ancient 
song. A lone acoustic guitar plays, 
and the room seems to be filled with 
peace v.nd tranquility. Each dancer 
has his own personal reason for 
danci,1g. but all of the dancers share 
a common goal - peace. 
perience and be open about other 
types of spiritual beliefs," 
Skalwold said. 
The dance circle is a communi-
ty of friends that allows each person 
to learn about other traditions and bc-
liefa. The community unifies people 
from all relig10ns and of all ages. 
Cheryl Botts, a certified dance 
leader and modern languages lec-
turer at Ithaca College, has been in-
volved with the dances in Ithaca for 
14 years. She said she became in-
volved with the group because it al-
lowed her to experience a type of 
rchg1ow, freedom. 
.. , was searching for something 
that made ~ense spiritually for 
me," Bott~ said. '·This is my answer 
to finding the sp1ntual path. Instead 
of being just a Catholic, my path is 
multifaceted.'' 
Botts also said 1t helps people 
get in touch with their feelings. 
Beacon OrShalom, a regular 
dance participant, has been at-
tending the dances for four years. 
She said it is her way to relax and 
express her spirituality. 
"There arc certain things people 
like to do every now and then," Or-
Shalom said. "Some people like to 
go fishing to relax. I like to come to 
the dances. I really like the thought 
of relaxing with other people. The 
idea of praying for peace together 
with other people through dance and 
music is really sweet." 
The dances include themes such 
as universal and individual peace 
and the healing of the earth. indi-
viduals and the global family. The 
dances are a celebration of the joys 
of life, said Fay Bunnell, a partic-
ipant in the dances for 7 years. 
"The dance!> give me a spiritual 
lift and are food for my soul," Bun-
nell said. "It's a celebration of life." 
THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 2002 
Started in the late 1960s by 
Samuel L. Lewis. rhe Universal 
Dance for Peace ha~ been JOmmg 
communities together to create a 
feeling of spintuahty and peace 
among the dancers of the circle and 
to promote a greater understanding 
and appreciation of other cultures 
and heritages. 
Eric Skalwold, a participant in 
the dance, said the dances allow in-
dividuals to openly experience the 
"We are thinking beings, and we 
go around our weeks thinking but 
not really feeling," Botts said. "I 
think that it is a real crucial part of 
our evolution as human beings to 
feel, but a lot of people aren't pay-
ing attention to that. The dances get 
right into that feeling." 
Participants of the dance walk 
away feeling renewed andhave a 
sense of inner calm, OrShalom said. 
"After each dance there is ape-
riod of silence, and you can feel the 
energy building up," she said. 
"Sometimes it gets so energetic.:, and 
everyone 1s really dancing with their 
ROBIN ROEMER/THE ITHACAN 
THE UNIVERSAL DANCERS for Peace perform Saturday night. The 
Dancers will be performing at Muller Chapel on March 21. 
traditions of other religions. '-----.,, 
"Because our songs and music 
come from a great many spiritual 
traditions, it allows somebody to ex-
full heart. You definitely can feel 
calmness, love, peace and all of the 
intentions of the dance. It's very 
powerful." 
There will be a Dance for Uni-
versal Peace in Muller Chapel on 
March 21. For more information con-
tact Botts at 274- 3016. 
College choir will travel to the Emerald Isle 
BY TASHA KATES 
Staff Writer 
Senior Andrea Kraynak has never left the 
United States, but this Spring Break her 
voice will be heard echoing throughout the 
Emerald Isle. 
Kraynak and the Ithaca College Choir will 
spend their Spring Break on a six-day tour 
of the Republic of Ireland. Through the three-
year-old exchange program with University 
of Limerick's Irish World Music Center, stu-
dents from both countries will be united in 
opera workshops and seminars. 
The 48-member choir will also give con-
certs m the cathedrals and universities in Gal-
way, Cork and Limerick. 
"I have never been out of the country be-
fore," Kraynak said. "Just seeing a different 
place is incredibly exciting, but being able 
to perform in ancient cathedrals makes the 
experience awesome." 
The choir's 70-minute concert program is 
titled "Cycles." 
the human condition." 
Each of the six sections of "Cycles" tells 
the audience a story through harmony, 
melody and rhythms. The combination of the 
words and the music in each cycle is designed 
to allow each audience member to experience 
different feelings. However, the program is 
designed to give each listener a universally 
satisfying feeling of completion. 
Both American and Irish composers 
wrote the songs in "Cycles." Doebler, who 
designed the layout of the program, was able 
to take the works and mix them together to 
achieve an effect of timelessness that the 
pieces would not have on their own. 
The choir will be joined by a quartet of 
voice faculty members during the perfor-
mance. Associate Professor Randie 
Blooding, Professors Carol McAmis and 
David Parks, and Assistant Professor Kel-
ly Samarzea will also conduct master 
classes in opera and German art song at the 
Irish World Music Center. They will also 
perform as a group in various venues. 
"[The professors] are trying to integrate 
themselves with pre-existing programs [in 
Ireland]," Parks said. "We will work with 
and coach the Irish students in acting roles. 
It's what we do every day. We are training 
them to be performers in opera and foreign 
language art song." 
When the students finish their day's work, 
they will attend a reception in the choir's hon-
or in Galway. 
The choir will then continue its trip 
through Ireland, performing and sightsee-
ing at the Bunratty Castle, Kohb and the 
cliffs of Moher. 
'"Cycles' is defined as a group of 
songs treating the same subject," said the 
choir's conductor, Professor Lawrence 
Doebler, music. "The cycles explored in this 
program can be observed individually or 
viewed as one complete cycle that describes 
JOE PASTER IS/THE ITHACAN 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE choir practices Friday in Ford Hall. Next week the choir will be 
in the Republic of Ireland performing at ancient cathedrals throughout the country. 
Free encore perfonnances of "Cycles" will 
be given on March 23 at Coming West High 
School at 7:30 p.m. and on March 24 in Ford 
Hall at 3 p.m. 
INTERNAL TRANSFER 
TO A MAJOR IN THE 
PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
Applications are available in the 
Dean's Office Park 311. 
You must have at feast one semester of 
final IC grades 
and a minimum GPA of 3.0. 
Admission is competitive. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE for FALL 2002 
is MONDAY, MARCH 18, ~~9-~_· .. ...... . 
Available at: 
11:- CORTLAND 
146 Clinton Ave. 
753-3082 
E' ITHACA 
348 Elmira Rd. 
273-2937 
Mon-Fri: 8 am-6 pm 
Saturday: 8 am-5 pm 
Sunday: 1 O am-3 pm 
(Ithaca only) 
www.jiffylube.com 
Other Services Available: $ 
> DlfferentiaVGear Box 
Ru1d Change 
> Fuel Injection Clmng Service 
> Cooling System Purge}An!Jlreeza Fill 




2WO • $21-99 + lax after coopon 
4WD • $22-99 + t:lx after eoupon 
No other discounts apply. 
Valid only at Corllalll and 
.llbca Jilly lube klca!Jons 
~•••••••_,,.•ff I a• lo ••••••••1•1t•., •. f I•• .. Hfllfl•lt'9 ...... f • .. IT.11tlflll ... ff •• p ., ....... ,"Y ')'If' 
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Using film to explore the past 
- . . 
Accent 
On BY JOHN BRHEL Contributing Writer 
The flashing is steady: white to 
black, white to black. A rhythm of 
light projects from the screen as 
a barrage of old photographs 
dances from left to right. Faces of 
Jewish children, parents and 
Holocaust survivors look out at the 
audience. 
Seconds later, the room is im-
mersed in light as the grainy pictures 
disappear, and the screen goes 
completely white. Soon after, a pho-
tograph of an elderly woman pops 
up. These images are representations 
of the Ravetts, a Jewish family whose 
lives were deeply impacted by the 
Holocaust. Melding various images 
together, Abraham Ravett, an ex-
perimental filmmaker who visited 
Ithaca College, attempts to tell the 
story of his family. 
"There's always another ques-
tion, always another exploration," 
Ravett said Monday night at the 
Park Auditorium. 





What are you doing for 
Spring Break? Spending all 
my money on my little sister 
and losing my mind. 
The acclaimed artist has been 
making films for the past twenty 
years. Numerous foundations 
across the country provide him with 
financial support, and his films have 
been screened all over the world. 
His visit to Ithaca was part of the 
Cinema On the Edge series. 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
ABRAHAM RAVETT, a Hillel Distinguished Artist in Residence, spoke Monday night in Park Auditorium. 
If you were a wrestler, 
what would your name be 
and what would your music 
be? Lady Tazzz with Busta 
Rhymes - Wooha - I got 
ya'all in check. 
Ravett made it clear his works 
pcrtam to concepts of great impor-
tance in his life. A theme through-
out them is his attempt to under-
stand his family's history, why cer-
tain things happened and what he 
can take from these experiences. 
The first film shown was titled 
"Everything 's For You." Ravett's fo-
cus for this film was his thirst for 
knowledge about his father. Pop, as 














the artist refers to him, makes sev-
eral appearances throughout the 
film, live on camera, back in pictures 
from his youth and as a character in 
11ipbook-style cartoons. 
"All the appearances are inten-
tional," Ravett said on the unedit-
ed appearance of his films. 
The incongruity of clips from the 
first film continued with the presen-
tation of the second, "In Memory." 
This 1983 film takes the viewer back 
to the Lodz ghetto, a residence for 
Jews during the hardships of World 
War II. This is where his father once 









































nificant to Ravett himself. 
"The March," the last film pre-
sented, gave insight into Ravett's 
mother's life. The film also relied 
on footage taken during an ex-
tended period of time. Ravett sim-
ply compiled information to use at 
a later time. This is common for 
many of his works. 
"I gather matenal. but don't have 
a pre-conceived plan of what I want 
to do," Ravett said. 
Freshman Jay Porter contrasted 
Ravett's films to those of Hollywood. 
"The blatant realism was capti-
vating in an age that is so inundat-
ed with melodramatic narratives," 
he said. 
Students had the opportunity to 
attend a Master Class with the film-
maker Tuesday morning. The 
filmmaker and the class had dis-
cussions about his and the students' 
work. Ravett encouraged students 
to "roam," to focus on ideas inter-
esting in their own lives. 
Ravett said he hopes viewers 
take something with them after his 
films. 
'Tm hoping people can read into 
them based on their own cultural 
identity," he said. 




Do you have a summer 
job? Yes, I'm going to be a 
counselor at a sleepover 
camp. 
President Bush recently 
called Iraq, Iran and North 
Korea an axis of evil. What 
axis are you part of? No 
clue. Anything that doesn't in-
clude Bush. 
Where does all that tuition 
go? To unnecessary things 
like ketchup on every table. 
! f ru-&1/ fd IMO;lf 'B/f ei 
Buff et includes mixed greens and bread served at your table . 
March 1, 2002 
Feaiurt~f 
Stromboli with peppers, onions &_pepperoni 
Mushroom Ravioli with Rose Sauce 
ic's digital magazine is live Red Clam Sauce with linguine 
http://www.ithaca.edu/insight 
it's different, check it out and of her If alian f avontes 
Visa, Mastercard, Cash, and Bonus Bucks Accepted 
,. \ 
' ... ··.· 
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Movie 
Times 
The following is valid this week-





Amelie - 7 p.m. and 2 p.m. 
1 Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees) 
Italian for Beginners -
7: 15 and 9:35 p.m., 
2:15 and 4:3,5 p.m. (Saturday 
and Sunday matinees) 
The Royal Tenenbaums -
9:35 p.m. and 4:35 p.m. 
(Saturday and Sunday matinees) 
Fall Creek Pictures 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256 
Gosford Park - 7:15 and 
9:40 p.m., 2:15 and 
4:40 p.m. (Saturday and 
Sunday matinees) 
Monster's Ball - 7:15 and 
9:35 p.m., 2:15 and 
4:35 p.m. (Saturday and Sunday 
matinees) 
The Shipping News - 7 and 
9:35 p.m., 2 and 4:35 p.m. 
(Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees) 
Hoyts Ithaca 1 O Cinema 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
The Time Machine - 12:20 
p.m., 2:40 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:20 
p.m., 9:50 p.m. and midnight 
John a. - 12:40 p.m., 
3:40 p.m., 6:40 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
We Were Soldiers -
12:25 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m. 
and 9:40 p.m. 
40 Days and 40 Nights -
12:50 p.m., 3:50 p.m., 6:50 
p.m., 9:20 p.m. and 11 :45 p.m. 
Return to Neverland -
1 p.m., 2:45 p.m., 4:30 p.m. and 
?p.m. 
Queen of the Damned -
7:05 p.m., 9:55 p.m. and mid-
night. 
Crossroads-1 :05 p.m., 
4:10 p.m., 6:55 p.m., 9:05 p.m. 
and 11 :05 p.m. 
The Count of Monte Cristo -
9 p.m. and 11 :30 p.m. 
Dragonfly-12:45 p.m., 
3:20 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 9:35 p.m. 
and 11 :45 p.m. 
Black Hawk Down - 3:15 p.m. 
and 9:45 p.m. 
The Lord of the Rings - 12:30 
p.m., 4:15 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
A Beautiful Mind-1 :10 p.m., 
4 p.m., 6:35 p.m., 9:10 p.m. and 
11:45p.m. 
SAB Film Seri~ 
Textor 102 
No Film Showing 
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COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES 
CHRIS KLEIN AND MEL GIBSON star In the war drama "We Were Soldiers." It is the story of one of the very first battalions sent to Vietnam 
in 1965. The film also stars Sam Elliott and Madeleine Stowe ("12 Monkeys"). The film was No. 1 at the box office this weekend. 
'We Were' in a disappointing film 
BY GARRETT ROCKWELL 
Staff Writer 
"We Were Soldiers" should 
not be watched after a meal or dur-
ing times of personal problems, 
like depression or deaths in the 
family. This is a disclaimer that 
should have been tacked onto all 
the previews and posters promot-
ing the 
film. 
" \V e 
WereSol-
d i er s" 
stars Mel Gibson and was written 
and directed by Gibson's cohort in 
crime, Randall Wallace (writer of 
"Pearl Harbor" and "Brave-
heart"). If you are familiar with 
Wallace's writing, then it shouldn't 
be a shock to hear that "We Were 
Soldiers" tends to get incredibly 
sappy. Also, it shouldn't surprise 
people that this film is abnormally 
violent. 
The story is a remarkable one, 
based on the real life events of the 
I st Battalion of the 7th Cavalry. 
The 7th Cavalry, once led by the 
infamous General Custer, is this 
time led by Lt. Col. Hal Moore 
(Gibson), in one of the first bat-
tles between America and the 
North Vietnamese militia during 
the Vietnam War. The battle-
ground is set in the la Drang, bet-
ter known to the Vietnamese as 
"The Valley of Death." 
The 7th Cavalry of about 450 
men is flown into the Ia Drang via 
helicopters. Soon after arriving, 
they realize that over 2,000 
North Vietnamese soldiers have 
surrounded them. 
The movie then tries to realis-
tically capture what happens to the 
soldiers with some of the goriest 
effects ever. The horror of the bat-
tle is made worse by the story's at-
tempt to give all the soldier's per-
sonalities, showing the men with 
family and lovers. The audi-
ences' empathy level rises 
through the roof in this picture 
with ultra-corny writing and the 
total devastation and mutilation of 
the 7th Cavalry. 
Hartnett gives up sex, 
not laughs, for Lent 
BY MICHAEL GELLER 
Staff Writer 
Josh Hartnett has developed 
into one of the youngest and most 
popular male stars in the movie in-
dustry. Coming off the popular and 
controversial "Black Hawk 
Down" there's only one thing for 
Hartnett to do - a sex comedy. 
Matt Sullivan (Josh Hartnett) in 






average male. In a bold maneuver, 
he attempts to undo all of the hard 
work accomplished by "American 
Pie"-like movies, and he gives up 
sex. 
Matt, tired of meaningless, 
promiscuous encounters, decides to 
banish touching, kissing, heavy pet-
ting and such with females for the 
40 days and nights of Lent. The pre-
dictable follows, where the leading 
male meets the leading female, Er-
ica (Shannyn Sossamon), and they 
fall madly in love, but the rela-
tionship is jeopardized due to his 
promise to the Man Upstairs. 
The movie is enjoyable because 
it knows its role. It realizes the fact 
it is a romantic comedy, and in so, 
doesn't strive to be Oscar caliber. 
Hartnett, who in the past has 
been criticized for lack of range, 
shows a good bit of diversity. He 
is backed by a lesser known, but 
very capable, supporting cast. 
The best friend played by Paulo 
Costanzo ("Road Trip") and Hart-
nett's following of friends provide 
a good part of the masculine com-
ic relief for the movie. Sossamon 
("A Knight's Tale"), as the love in-
terest, is able to develop an obvi-
ous chemistry with Hartnett that 
progresses throughout the film. 
A large portion of the success of 
this film is due to the direction of 
Michael Lehmann ("My Giant"), 
The film is so effective at mak-
ing you suffer emotionally that it 
almost pulls you out of the story. 
Every once in a while, you have 
to groan in dissatisfaction, un-
willing to be thrust into another 
cheap emotional punch. Just 
when you think you can't take 
anymore, Mel will come in with 
a monologue. in a ridiculous 
American drawl, further express-
ing his heroism. Simply put: this 
movie is exaggerated in every-
thing it does. It doesn't feel real 
like "Saving Private Ryan" or cap-
ture Vietnam like_ "Platoon." 
Madeleine Stowe ("12 Mon-
keys") co-stars as Julie Moore, the 
Lt. Col. Moore's wife. Stowe, in 
this film, yet again proves that you 
can still have an obnoxious per-
sonality and be in Hollywood. 
Greg Kinnear and Chris Klein 
(" American Pie") show that some 
actors should stick to comedy. 
It need only be said that the star 
of that old show "Felicity" is in this 
movie (you add your own as-
sumption here). 
"Braveheart" succeeded in 
creatmg a film that reflected the 
mythic story of William Wallace 
on film. Wallace was a man of leg-
end rather than fact, which 
helped make the glamorized, 
epic film great. 
Once again, the "Braveheart" 
crew came together to portray real 
people and a moment in history 
based on fact rather than legend. 
Thus the film falls into murky ter-
ritory. Like all war movies, the au-
dience has to ask itself, "Why was 
this film made," arid "Why am I 
watching it?''. 
"We Were Soldiers" is unclear 
in its point. If the film was meant 
to make an audience cry or agree 
with the idea that war is horrible, 
then the movie passed with flying 
colors. 
"We Were Soldiers" was written 
and directed by Randall Wallace, 
produced by Bruce Davey, 
Stephen McEveety and Randall 
Wallace. It stars Mel Gibson, 
Madeleine Stowe and Sam Elliott. 
COURTESY OF MIRAMAX FILMS 
JOSH HARTNETT AND SHANNYN SOSSAMON star in '140 Days and 40 
Nights." The film was No. 2 at the box office this weekend. 
and the writing talents of Rob Perez. 
The collaboration of script and di-
rectorial vision create a final prod-
uct that, given the terms of the plot, 
is tasteful, creative and enjoyable. 
Although the movie is charming, 
it's utterly unbelievable. Male 
members of the audience will 
leave wishing they lived in this 
movie world, where the exertion of 
finding a female companion extends 
to the snap of a finger, and work-
places are a slew of women out of 
the recent Victoria's Secret cata-
logue, in appearance and in dress. 
"40 Days and 40 Nights" was writ-
ten by Steve Pink, D. V. DeVincen-
tis and Robert Perez. It was directed 
by Michael Lehman and produced 
by 7im Bevan and Michael London. 
The film stars Josh Hartnett. 
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A serious 'Argument' 
for aging gracefully 
BY CATHY CUNNINGHAM 
Staff Writer 
. Fugazi is a band that bears a truly 
original 
sound, and as 
a result it has 
always stood 
apart from 
r · , 
' *** : I Th .. ; .. e Argument , 
I Fugazi I 
l --------- - - _____ __J 
other punk bands both musically as well 
as how they conduct themselves as a 
band. In releasing "The Argument," 
Fugazi guarantees itself a position as 
one of those rare bands that can do no 
wrong. 
No matter where the band goes styl-
istically, people seem to accept and ap-
preciate what it is doing. "The Argu-
ment" is very similar to "Red Medi-
cine," in that it is more of an indie-rock 
album than a "punk" album. Its songs 
continue to pick up a noisier and loud-
er sound. 
Added percussion and additional 
drum tracks opened up the sound and 
brought added emotion to Fugazi's 
songs (something of which Fugazi has 
never been lacking). 
It is difficult to assess this album 
mainly because this is a band that has 
set much of the standard for the post-
punk scene. It may not be their best al-
bum to date, but it is a strong offering 
from an amazing band that refuses to get 
old and sell-out. 
ACCENT 
You oughta know, 
Alallis is back at it 
New album ~ reminiscent of earlrer works 
BY _KARA STORTI 
Staff Writer 
Alanis Morissette has had some minor set-
backs. She used 
the word "ironic" 
incorrectly, and 
her video for 
"Thank You" had 
. . 7 
** I 
--under Rug Swept"' i 
Alanis Morissette I 
us thanking her abnormally long hair. Now 
that "Under Rug Swept" has been released, 
one can hope these misadventures are car-
peted over like a bad stain. Morissette does 
a good job of reupholstering her music, but 
she plays it safe. There is nothing different 
about her lyrics, and the music is basic. Her 
tracks are contained, smart and still about love 
unachieved. The only difference is Morissette 
isn't pulling her hair out anymore. 
Tra~k one - Morrissette makes a grocery 
list of ideal character traits in "21 things I 
want in a lover." Now she's getting specif-
ic. Diehard Alanis fans are probably ex-
pecting an intricate list of oddities and per-
sonal preferences, but this is not so. Every-
one wants a sexual prodigy, a successful, 
communicative mate. This is just what she 
describes: "Are you uninhibited in bed? More 
than three times a week? Up for being ex-
perimental?" 
Morissette proves to have some eccentric-
ity left in the track "Narcissus." Combining 
sing-songy melodies with dark, grating vocals, 
Morissette's sardonic lyrical tone reigns. 
Now we know what a nursery rhyme in hell 
sounds like. She groans: "Dear momma's boy/I 
know you've had your butt licked by your 
mother/I know you've enjoyed all that atten-
tion from her." Her vocals are doubled, and it 
becomes a pattern throughout the whole album. 
You get two Alanises for the price of one -
this might not be such a deal. 
In the song "So Unsexy," Morissette 
throws a melodic pity-party for herself. "I can 
feel so unsexy for someone so beautiful/so 
unloved for someone so fine/I can feel so bor-
ing for someone so interesting." The running 
beat and repetitive lyrics contribute to a spir-
ited cadence, all packaged so tidily in one 
song. It's charming, really. Morissette has 
fine-tuned her skills. to the point where she 
has backtracked to the cliched world of love. 
"That particular time"- is "Uninvited" re-
visited, which might be evidence to prove 
Morissette has exhausted all possibilities. The 
song has the same solemn piano chords echo-
ing in the background, the same drawn out 
melody, the same conflicted lyrics: "At that 
particular time love had challenged me to 
stay/at that particular moment I knew not to 
run away again." Morissette reaches for an 
emotive ballad that falls flat. 
"Under Rug S'wept" is Morissette's cautious 
and careful attempt at fully producing an al-
bum without the help of Glen Ballard, who col-
laborated with her on "Jagged Little Pill" and 
"Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie." How-
ever, she's lacking the angst and little quirks 
that made her music appealing in the first place. 
'•'-;:.. 
COURTESY OF MAVERICK RECORDS 
ALANIS MORISSETTE'S LATEST album, 
"Under Rug Swept" is a return to old form. 
The Odyssey closes its doors with a bang 
Live 
Music 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Staff Writer 
In what might be Club 
Odyssey's last night in business, 
the nightclub outdid itself in 
putting on a "Pre-Spring Break 
Party" Friday night. 
Jason Fane, the owner of the 
building that houses the night-
club, was in the process of 
evicting Dennis Falco. Falco 
owns Club Odyssey and he al-
legedly owes almost $43,000 in 
unpaid rent, late fees and taxes. 
Hardly anyone seemed to 
care, though. The doors opened 
at 10 p.m., and before an hour 
had passed, the crowd inside had 
already started to build, and the 
police had arrived to do crowd 
control. 
In anticipation of Spring 
Break, Club Odyssey catered to 
some of the most popular colle-
giate Spring Break destinations by 
re-creating them musically. On this 
night, it was easy to travel from 
Cancun to Bourbon Street to Ja-
maica without the use of a trip-tic, 
passport or any luggage heavier 
than an icy drink and a cell 
phone. Each "destination" was 
staged in separate rooms within the 
nightclub. 
"I thought it was great how 
they had three different things go-
ing on at once," freshman Lau-
DAVID XAVIER PRUTTINGfTHE ITHACAN 
GUITARIST MATT o:BRIEN, right, of The Bomb Squad wails for a crowd at the Odyssey Friday. 
Ithaca has been a staple for the band whose members reside at the college and in Rochester. 
ren Carbuto said. "It pretty 
much allowed you to do what-
ever you felt like doing." 
DJ Maestro, a spinner from 
Syracuse's hip-hop station Pow-
er 106.9, shook the Greco-Roman 
columned upstairs room with 
thunderous bass beats and light-
ning-fast scratches that would 
have left Zeus in awe. "Cancun, 
Mexico" lacked tiny bathing 
suits and white sand beaches, but 
the crowd did not notice. The par-
tyers lost themselves in the mod-
em rap music, which Maestro 
sprinkled with old-school fa-
vorites. 
"Bourbon Street" in the 
good ol' USA was sprawled 
over two floors, from the 21-and-
up Martini Bar to the first-floor 
lounge, where local favorite DJ 
Turbo switched back and forth 
from hip-hop beats to reggae 
rhythms. Turbo, helped by the 
well-attended bar adjacent to 
his booth, drew a crowd that was 
equal in size to DJ Maestro's. 
However, that was difficult to de-
termine, because the people 
were packed tighter than they 
would be on the real Bourbon 
Street during Mardi Gras. 
The Bomb Squad attracted a 
smaller crowd to "Negri!, Ja-
maica." Advertised to be a band 
that would take "Dub Reggae to 
the next level," it sadly did not. 
Playing very few reggae 
grooves, The Bomb Squad 
chose to instead play jazz-fusion 
jams or give its best impression 
of what a "Radiohead-reggae" 
band would sound like -
Caribbean bass riffs combined 
with sporadic, distorted chords 
from guitarist Matt O'Brien. On _ 
occasion, The Bomb Squad got 
some of the sparse crowd mov-
ing, but for the most part, 
stayed as far from reggae as Al 
Roker is from winning a gold 
medal in ice dancing. 
Still, the night was definitely 
a success for Club Odyssey. 
"This place could be a gold 
mine if it were run properly," se-
nior Damon Plotnick said. 
The dance floors were 
packed and going full-blast un-
til the wee hours of the morning. 
Spring Break had come early to 
Club Odyssey. 




Sleep music to soothe 
your body ~d soul 
Sleep. It's one of my favorite 
things, and I'm sure it's one of yours. 
Possibly the most popular college pas-
time, the nap can be effectively induced 
by music - since 
music messes with 
your dreams. I 
know I was a subject 
in someone's 7th 
grade science pro- · ··· 
ject on sleep. It was 
radical with a 
capital R. 
To me, the right 
kind of music for 
sleep falls into one dubious general cate-
gory that I'd like to discuss: soft rock. Un-
til recently, when I started thinking about 
associating these words to a category of 
bands, soft rockers were equated only with 
my roommate, whose taste in James Tay-
lor, combined with an (entirely imagined) 
cache of Seals & Crofts and Starland Vo-
cal Band records in his room, resulted in 
his nickname "soft rock." 
Growing tired of the number of times 
I've slept to Mazzy Star, Air or "Kid A," 
I revised the category, using the awkward 
"indie soft rock" to consider a few bands 
that are some of the most talented I listen 
to. It was sparked by a visit to Saddle Creek 
Records' Web site that ended up paving a .. " 
new road of music for me. While brows-
ing, I found news and discovered a new 
band. The Faint, while strongly holding 
onto Saddle Creek ideals, will be opening 
for No Doubt on their upcoming tour, 
which hits Cornell on April 14. 
Azure Ray, from Athens, Ga., has the 
loveliest of lovely sounds. It comes from 
two intimate female vocalists, strong but 
touching lyrics and unobtrusive 
arrangements from Eric Bachmann of 
Crooked Fingers. Okay, admittedly, this 
is all from one song, but sweet roses what 
a one song! 
Crooked Fingers shares Bachmann as 
an arranger, but the presence of his voice 
has a different history. Bachmann has 
been the frontman for the quintessential 
'90s indie-rockers Archers of Loaf. 
They retain some of the smoke and grav-
el that spur their songs on, but with a great 
deal of added sweetness. Bachmann 's 
Crooked Fingers tracks are smooth, pre-
dominantly led by a heaving, sorrowful 
combination of guitar and strings. Be-
tween lyric and tone, Bachmann finds the 
dull of dark bars and runs with it. 
Going down that sad road, one finds 
Duluth, Minn.'s Low at the end where 
tragedy waits. A sparse trio of guitar, 
drums and bass with frequent harmony-L· 
vocals from Alan Sparhawk and Mimi 
Parker, Low creates music like cine-
matography - you may not even notice 
it's there, but it has an indelible effect on 
you. A top choice for sleepers. 
Getting lighter, but staying with qui-
et arrangements, is Bedhead. Though it's 
often little more than smgle-note guitar 
lines and unhurried, conversational vo-
cals, this Texas band's work is intelligent, 
under-the-radar rock that takes some work 
to get - but it's worth the time. 
The list goes on, down many other 
roads. More synth-oriented soft rockers 
like Grandaddy and the Beta Band are- - • 
gaining some well-deserved attention. Yo 
La Tengo, of course, tossed one of its 
many hats into the soft ring with last 
year's album, while Smog and Palace ride 
the folk rails. Developing a good ear for· 
your best sleep music takes time. I rec-
ommend something other than just hitting 
shuffle on Winamp - you're liable to 
wake up in the middle of the night hear-
ing that MP3 of "Sussudio" you down-
loaded as a joke, feeling deeply disturbed. 
Greg Storms· Stomis' Front appears in 
this space every week. You can e-mail him 
at gstormsl@ic3.itlzaca.edu. 
'' ' The Ithacan 
DILBERT . · BY SCOTT ADA,\\S 
CAN ANYONE TELL 
ME WHY EVERYONE 
IS AL~ YS LA TE 
FOR MY STAFF 
MEETINGS? 
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TINA, WE'VE ! 
GOTTEN SOME ~ 
COMPLAINTS 1 







BECAUSE THE FIRST 
TEN MINUTES ARE 
AL~YS STUPID 
STUFF LIKE "WHY 
ARE PEOPLE LATE?" 
I TRANSFER YOU 
TO A BAD JOB 




! ALICE, THAT 
: ~SOME 
:;; 
~ OF YOUR 
• FINEST 
WORK. 
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I'M NOT ALLOWED 
TO CROSS MY ARMS 
OR STARE OR MOVE 
MY EYE BROWS OR 
FROWN. 
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WILL WEAR A 
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15 Gardner of film 
16 Sigourney 
Weaver film 
17 Sorenstam or 
Edberg 
18 Lineage 
20 1996 Olympics 
host 
22 Entrance guard 
23 Little snakes 
26 Rescuer 
29 Melon coat 
30 Movie mouse 
33 Chasing game 
34 One of HOMES 
35 Pester 
39 Dander 
40 Little tyke 
41 Seixasor 
Damone· 
42 Inventor Whitney 
43 Comeback 
45 Baseball team 
46 Make free (of) 
47 Dawdled 
50 Togo's capital 
53 Gets stuck in 
mud 
54 Woodwind piece 
55 Into pieces 





66 Quantity of yam 
67 Entrance line 
68 Pee Wee of 
baseball 
69 Ahead of time 




2 Order's partner 
3 Lionel Richie hit, 
"You 
4 Euryale's sister 
5 Summer thirst 
quenchers 
6 Empty space 
7 Mrs. Peron 
8 Wal-Mart rival 
9 Go on a tirade 
10 Tailor 
11 Biscayne Bay 
city 
12 Originated 
13 In an upright 
position 
19 Natural state 
21 Stargazer 
23 Out of bed 
24 Extend a look 
25 Washington 
sound 
27 Came down to 
earth 
28 Compete 
31 Active starter? 
32 Shoestrings 
36 Chff dwelling? 
37 Muck 
38 Faceted 
41 Climbing plant 
44 Implement 
45 Also not 
48 Cherry brandy 
49 Merchant 




56 Say it ain't so 
58 Split hairs? 
60 Get handed a __ 
rap 
61 Positive reply 
63 Last letter 
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Clubs - Student Groups 
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this 
semester with the easy 
campusfundraiser.com three-
hour fund-raisin$! event. Does 
not involve credit card applica-
tions. Fund-raising dates are fill-
mg quickly, so call today! Contact 
campusfundraiser.com at 
888-923-3238 or visit 
www,campusfundraiser.com. 
CAMP COUNSELORS. 
Have a summer of a lifetime & 
get paid for it! Overnight camps 
in Pocono Mtns of Pa. need 
counselors to teach & assist in all 
activity areas! Apply online at 
www.pineforestcamp.com. 
Resident Assistants are sought 
for IC's Summer College for High 
School Students. Live in and 
supervise residence hall environ-
ment for high school sophomores 
and juniors, including weekends 
and some evenings. Employment 
periods available to choose from 
are: June 24 - July 20; June 24 -
July 27; or June 24 -August 3; 
$7 -$7.50 per hour, plus housing 
and meal plan~ For more informa-
tion, contact the summer ses-
sions office, 120 Towers 
Concourse, 274-3143. 
For Rent · 
South Aurora Street 
Fabulous Place for Ten. 
300 Feet to Commons. 
Huge, new, fully furnished 10 bed-
room luxury apartment with 4 full 
new baths, large single bedrooms, 
each witl:t own refrigerator. High 
ceilings, many big windows, large 
living room, new kitchen. All in a 
landmark Victorian brick mansion. 
Only $390 each, including heat 
and hot water. Ample parking 
available. Laundry. Bus at comer 
to IC. 273-9462. 
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOMS, 1.5 
baths, WASHER/DRYER, PARK-
ING, TRASH REMOVAL. HARD-
WOOD FLOORS, PATIO. 
AVAILABLE JUNE/JULY/ 
AUGUST. $1,050/MO. + UTILI-
TIES. CSP MANAGEMENT. 
277-696. www.lthaca-rent.com. 
Three bedroom apts. 1 mile to 
IC. Furnished, parking, utilities 
included. 277-3937 evenings and 
weekends. 
Four bdrm, 2 bath house. Walk to 
IC. Off-street parking. Call 
273-1400. 
ITHACA SOLAR TOWNHOUS-
ES, 4 BEDROOMS, FUR-
NISHED, COMPUTER DESKS, 
DISHWASHER, 2 BATHS, 
GREENHOUSE, WOOD BURN-
ING STOVE/FIREPLACE, SUB-
URBAt~ LOCATION, WALK TO 
IC, 273-9300. 
Graduation Weekend Rental. 
Greek Revival in Trumansburg 
village, 10 miles to Ithaca. Three 
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, sleeps 
5+, plenty of parking, $1,250, 
607-387-5005., 
sswood@localnet.com 
HOUSE FOR RENT GRADUA-
TION WEEKEND: MAKE 
GREAT FAMILY MEMORIES. 
Near upper Buttermilk Falls State 
Park; 5 minutes to IC. Beautiful, 
comfortable country home. Four 
bdrms, 2 baths, big yard, pond. 
Sleeps 9. Non-smokers. May 16 
-18: $1,900. May 15, 19 @. 
$500. 607-277-4564 .. 
NOW LEASING FOR 2002-2003 
Apartments at 20 locations. 
Collegetown and Downtown. Up 
to 5 bedrooms. Nice condition! 
Parking, laundry. Available 
June 1. Visit PPMhornes.com. 
For Rent 
AUGUST 2002-2003 F,UR-
NISHED ROOM IN A HOUSE 
ON PROSPECT STREET. 
Paved private parking, free laun-
dry, walk to Commons. 27~-0365. 
Apartments and-houses for rent. 
Furnished, walking distance to 
IC. Some houses already rented. 
272-1115. 
Four bedroom House. 
Hillview. $1,250 per month plus. 
Off-street parking. 24-hour man-
agement. Large private lot. 
277-4299. 
Don't sign that 2002-2003 lease 
until you explore 
ALL your OPTIONS: 
HOUSINGSOLUTIONS.COM 
103 Dryden Road 
272-6091. 
New 3 bedroom. Unique, contem-
porary design. Two full baths, fur-
nished, balconies, storage, energy 
efficient. Two blocks from 
Commons. $320 per person. 
275-0152 or 277-6260. 
Four BR house for rent for seniors 
and grad students; 1.5 baths; 
appliances includin!;J 
w&d; off-street parking; No Pets; 
272-0680; Mon. - Thurs., 6-9 p.m. 
Now renting June - Sept. '02 stu-
dio apts. Ulil inc., parking, 
garbage, laundry, furnished or 
not, walk to IC. From $425. 
Call Cliff 273-8473. 
TWO BEDROOMS NEAR 
COMMONS. 
Available August. Balcony off 
bedrooms overlooking creek. 
Furnished. 272-2696. 
LIVE ON THE LAKE 
1 O Minutes to Campus & 
Downtown. One, 2 & 3 
Bedroom, Furnished/ 






Conveniently Located on 
South Hill 
3 Bedroom/Furnished, Free 
Parking & Trash Removal. 
Porches & Private Patios, 
washer/dryer, $350 pp. 
CSP Management 277-6962-
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
A nice studio apt. on Hudson St. 
Please call 272-5210 after 2 p.m. 
Beautiful 3 bedroom house on 
lake. $475 per person plus utili-
ties. Call 273-4211. 
Rent our home: Graduation week-
end! 4/5 bedrooms, 4.5 baths, 
large, open, new, fabulous house 
on wooded property, plenty of 
parking. $1,800 for 3-day week-
end. 257-4030 sh@twcny.rr.com. 
Graduate Student Housing. 
Beautiful Fall Creek area. One 
and 3 bed apts, with parking. 
Avail. June 1. 347-4513. 
Three rooms left for spring 
semester. New downtown 
house with 2 full baths. 
Includes utilities, cable, 
garbage, D/W, W/0, fully fur-
nished. Must see. Call 
Dominique 327-1984. 
6 Bedroom House 
Downtown 
Free Parking, Furnished 
(Two Living Rooms/ Kitchens/ 
Baths/Porches) Private Yard, 




One, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Bedroom 
Furnished Downtown Apartments 
Available 2002-2003 School 
Year. Phone 280-1985. 
For Rent 
FIND EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE 
LOOKING FOR! 
1, 2, 3+ Bedrooms. 
ANY SIZE, ANY AREA. 
HousingSolutions.com 
103 Dryden Road 
272-6091. 
AUGUST 2002- 2003- THREE 
BEDROOM FURNISHED APT. 
ON PROSPECT STREET. 
Paved private parkings, free laun-
dry, walk to Commons. 272-0365. 
Historic Downtown Horne With 
Character and Class in Great 
Neighborhood ... seeks responsi-
ble group for 2002-03 school 
year. Three floors, 5 huge bed-
rooms, 2 full baths, new kitchen, 
exceptional 3rd floor loft/game 
room, completely furnished, laun-
dry, 24/7 parking free. Call Pat @ 
273-9036 or view my Web site @ 
www.robertives.com/strawber-
ryproperties when your group is 
ready to SEE THE BEST student 
housing. 
Furnished Houses 3 to 6 bed-
room. Close to IC. 273-4211. 
Great Cheap Room For Rent 
($360 Monthly). Immediate 
Possession (Spring Semester 
2002). Right Outside Back of 
Campus/Gorgeous House. Three 
Easygoing Roommates. Rent 
Includes Washer/Dryer, 
Dishwasher, Large Closets, 
Roadrunner/Cable access, 
Spacious Living Room, Kitchen 
and Basement. Great Living 
Situation. Call Jared Wilder 
1(917) 612 5581 or (212) 586 
5758 or e-mail at 
LithiurnDX@aol.com for any 
questions. 
ON THE COMMONS. Spacious 
3 bedroom furnished apartment. 
272-7441. 
Three or 6 bedrooms, carpeted, 
furnished, large porch, 
S. Aurora. 272-3389. 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Several locations available start-
ing June or August. Parking and 
laundry. $450 to $550 per month. 
PPMhomes.corn. 
One and 2 Bedroom 
Apartments Downtown 
Beautiful Victorian/European 
Styles, Spacious, Furnished, Bus 
Route to Campus. 
CSP Management 277-6962-
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
FOUR BEDROOM, FURNISHED, 
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD 
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, YARD, 
OFF-STREET PARKING, $325 
PER PERSON. WALK TO CAM-
PUS, CALL 273-9300. 
' For Rent 
Three Bedroom House/ 
Apartments South Hill. Large 
Bedroom, hardwood floors, spa-
cious living area, parking, access 
to washer and dryer. Starting 
from $300 per person, furnished. 
Available 6-1-02. 
Call Today. 




Hudson Heights Studio 
Apartments has a few openings 
for June 1 and the next school 
year. The Apartment includes 
One bed/living room kitchen and 
a full bathroom. The rent includes 
Furniture, heat & electricity, water 
(hot & cold), parking, garbage 
and recycling facilities, with laun-
dry rooms on complex. The prices 
start at $425 for 12-rnonth lease 
and $475 for 10-rnonth lease. Call 
273-8473 or 272-1818. 
Rent_My_Apartrnent@hotrnail. 
com. Summer Sublet 1 or 2 bed-
rooms on bus rt, walk to campus 
or Commons. Fully furnished, 
washer/dryer, free parking. 
Interested? 
*cheap• 273-4090 *cheap• 
Rent_My _Apartrnent@hotmail. 
corn. 
GREAT VALUE, GREAT LOCA-
TION! 3 bdrm apt., furnished, 
parking, laundry, June $330 per 
person, INCLUDING util. 
272-3832. 
For Sale 
1988 Honda Accord 4 door. 
Engine replaced, new tires, must 
see. $2,500 080. Call 2724019. 
Notices 
ECK Worship Service Sun., Mar. 
10. 11 a.m. - noon. Best Western 
University Inn. Topic: "Awakening 
To Your Dreams" ECK Reading 
HU Song Discussion. Public 
Invited. Sponsored by New York 
Satsang Society Inc. affiliate of 
ECKANKAR. Inf 800-749-7791 
x. 480. www.eckancar.org. 
Sublet 
Spacious 2·bedroom apart-
ment close to IC & CU. All utili-
ties included. Available 6/1 -
8/12 of 2002. Call 277-4401. 
SUMMER SUBLET GREAT 
LOCATION. Three bed, 2 bath 
furnished on Hudson. Off-street 
parking. Rent negotiable. Call 
277-3034. 
1 Sublet in 4 bedroom house. 
$360/month. March - May or 
July. 256-0685. 
Organize Your Group, 
Travel Free!! 
THURSDAY 




Guarantee The Best 
SPRING BREAK PRICES! 
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & 
Mardi Gras. Reps Needed ... 
Travel Free, Earn$$$! 
Group Discounts For 6+. 
800-838-8203. 
www.leisuretours.com. 
SPRING BREAK 2002 
Ithaca Students party with the 
best!! Join STS at these great 
destinations: Acapulco, Mexico; 
Cancun, Mexico; Negril, 
Jamaica; Montego Bay, 
Jamaica; Nassau, Bahamas; 
Panama City Beach, Fla.; 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Call for our current specials with 
savings up to $100 per person. 
contact: Baker Travel 272-2537 
or Stone Travel 277-3133. 
Organize your group and travel 
free. 
Call for details! 
Student Travel Services 
1-800-648-4849 
www.ststravel.com. 
Spring Break Tickets! Get a 
FREE MTV audience ticket to 
select when you book your 
Spring Break through 
StudentCity.com! 
Go to MTV.com or call 
StudentCity.com at 
1-800-293-1443 for details! 
Tours and tickets are limited. 
Mexico/Caribbean $300 roundtrip 
plus tax. Europe $169 one way 
plus tax. Book tickets online. 
www.airtech.com 
or 212-219-7000. 
A FREE SPRING BREAK! 
Hottest Destinations/Parties! 
Lowest prices Guaranteed! 
Best Airlines/Hotels! 
Free Booze/Food! 
2 Free Trips on 15 Sales. 




Spring Break Super Sale! 
Book your trip with 
StudentCity.com and save up to 
$100 per person to Cancun, 
Bahamas, Jamaica, Padre and 
Florida. Most popular student 
hotels including the Oasis and the 
Nassau Marriot Crystal Palace! 
Prices start at $399! Sale ends 
soon! CALL NOW! 1-800-293-
1443 or go to StudentCity.com! 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & 
Florida! Best Parties, Best 
Hotels, Best Prices! Space is 
limited! Hurry up & Buy Now! 
1-800-234-7007. 
www.endlesssurnmertours.com. 
Book with Student Travel 
Servi~ca's Most 
Popular Spring Break Company, 







Event of the week 
Enjoy Spring Break! 
Play safe during this Spring Break. 
The Ithacan will be back on March 21. 















,...."""""_,,.....,-"4 High: 42° 
Low: 19° 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
TODAY 
YDS Event - Noon in Textor 101. 
REACT Meeting - Noon in 
Williams 221. 
IC Jazz - Performing in the Pub 
at noon. 
Food Service Advisory Committee 
Meeting - 12:05 p.m. in Friends 
301. 
Biology Seminar - John Lon, 
Vassar College, presents "Does 
the Notochord Matter Mechani-cal-
ly? Locomotor Functions of the 
Body Axis in Adult Hagfish, Myx-
ine glutinosa" at 4 p.m. in CNS 
112. 
"It's None of My Business What 
Oprah Weighs" - River Houston 
discusses eating disorders at 
7 p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
SGA Academics Committee 
Meeting - 7 p.m. in the OeMotte 
Room, Campus Center. 
SGA Campus Affairs Committee 
Meeting - 7 p.m. in the Seminar 
Room, Campus Center. 
Anime Society of Ithaca College 
Meeting - 7 p.m. in CNS 115. 
Rob Paterson Live - Live music 
at 8 p.m. in the Pub/Coffeehouse. 
Sponsored by the IC Players. 
IC Democrats Meeting - 8 p.m. 
in Friends 301. 
Women's Chorale, Chorus and 
Wind Ensemble Concert - 8: 15 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
COMMUNITY 
Depression Support Group 
Meeting - 7 p.m. at the Finger 
Lakes Independence Center, 609 
W. Clinton St. For more information 
contact Deb Brady at 
272-2433. 
Rongovian Embassy - Sunday 
afternoon series: JC Soup Kitchen 
from 2 to 5 p.m. 
Cornell Center for Performing 
Arts - Dance Concert 2002 i'1 the 
Kiplinger Theatre, Schwartz Center. 
Showing through March 10. Call 
254-ARTS for tickets and informa-
tion. 
Castaways - Raq performs. 
Rongovian Embassy - Clint 
Swank and Friends perform from 6 
to 9 p.m. 
FRIDAY 
Block I Ends 
Spring Break Begins at 4 p.m. 
Shabbat Services and Dinner -
6 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Ivory Tower D&D Meeting -
7 p.m. in the Conference Room, 
Campus Center. 
SPORTS 
Women's and Men's Indoor 
Track and Field at NCAA Division 
Ill Championships at Ohio Northern 
at 1 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
Tompkins County Museum 
"Migrant Workers: A Transient Ele-
ment in a Stable Occupation" is the 
topic presented by Gould Colman 
at 2 p.m. 
Cornell Center for Performing 
Arts - "Fully Committed" by 
Becky Mode will be perfqrmed as 
part of the Black Box Series in the 
Schwartz Center. For tickets and in-
formation, call 254-ARTS. 
Rongovian Embassy - Calico 
Moon with Carol Heveron Band per-
forms at 1 O p.m. 
SATURDAY 
Residence Halls Close at Noon 
THURSDAY 
MARCH 7, 2002 
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LA, A NOTE TO FOLLOW SOL 
ROBIN ROEMER/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORES JOSHUA BOUCHARD and Conata Cucinotta are greeted with applause from the 
audience after they perform their joint voice recital in Muller Chapel Friday night. 
SPORTS 
Gymnastics at ECAC Champi-
onship at Ursinus. 
Women's and Men's Indoor 
Track and Field at NCAA Division 
Ill Championships at Ohio Northern . 
at 10 a.m. 
SUNDAY 
Protestant Community Brunch -
12:15 p.m. in the Conference 
Room, Campus Center. 
SPORTS 
Softball vs. Simpson at 10:40 
a.m. in Osceola, Fla. 
Women's and Men's Tennis vs. 
Green·sboro at noon in Hilton 
Head, S.C. 
Softball vs. Lake Forest at 12:30 
p.m. in Osceola, Fla. 
Baseball vs. Chapman at 1 p.m. in 
Orange, Calif. 
COMMUNITY 
Finger Lakes Land Trust 
Guided hiking and cross-country 
skiing at the Wesley Hill preserve 




"Excelling as a First-Time Man-
ager or Supervisor" - This sem-
inar provides you with practical tips, 
techniques and solutions you 
need for supervisory success with-
out incurring the hard knocks that 
come with on-the-job learning. 9 
a.m. at the Holiday Inn, Ithaca. For 
more information call 274-1239. 
Microsoft Excel and Advanced 
Excel Training - 9 a.m. at the 
Clarion University Hotel, Ithaca. For· 
more information call 
274-1239. 
SPORTS 
Women's Tennis vs. Baldwin 
Wallace at 8 a.m. in Hilton Head, 
S.C. 
Men's Tennis vs. Calvin at 9 a.m. 
in Hilton Head, S.C. 
Baseball vs. Montclair State at 
noon in Claremont, Calif. 
SPORTS 
Men's Tennis vs. Wheaton at 
noon in Hilton Head, S.C. 
Baseball at Whittier at 2:30 p.m. in 
Whittier, Calif. 
Women's Tennis vs. Mississippi Col-




Women's Lacrosse at Orlando, 
Fla. 
Softball vs. Stockton at 2:20 p.m. 
in Osceola, Fla. 
Baseball at La Verne at 3 p.m. in 
La Verne, Calif. 
Men's Lacrosse vs. Connecticut 
College at 4 p.m. in Whittier, Calif. 
Softball vs. Millikin at 2:20 p.m. and. Softball vs. College of New Jersey 
Marietta at 6 p.m. in Osceola, Fla. at 6 p.m. in Osceola, Fla. 




Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed in the calendar. 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Parle Hall, Ithaca 
College. For more information, 
contact Calendar Manager 
Caroline Ligaya at 274-3208 or 
fax at 274-1565. 





BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH 
Staff Writer 
With the departure of Laura Rcmia '01, 
the Division III Player of the Year and all-
time career home 
run leader (49), the 
2002 Ithaca soft-




with a gaping hole in its offensive produc-
tion. So how do you replace the Hank Aaron 
of Division III softball? 
Simple, says Coach Deb Pallozzi: You 
don't. 
"We arc asking our kids to really con-
centrate with the hitting piece," Pallozzi said. 
"We still got lots of kids in our program that 
can hit doubles. That's how we're gonna 
score runs this year,just getting kids on base 
and shooting the gaps." 
SPORTS THE ITHACAN 19 
SPRING TEAM PREVIEV\/$ 
• "!!.-'. 
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Junior pitcher Abby Hanrahan agrees. 
"We have to focus a lot more on the short 
game rather than everyone going up there and 
preparing for, you know, 'just get on the base 
so Laura will hit you in,"' Hanrahan said. 
"Rather than. that, it's even more of a team thing 
because it's less depending on one player." 
JOE PASTEAIS/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR CATCHER KRISTIN FUR DON will help fill some of the offensive void left by the graduation of first baseman Laura Remia '01. 
Part of the team's new offensive philos-
ophy rests on the shoulders of senior catch-
er Kristin Furdon. With the departure of 
Remia, Furdon stands as the most prominent 
power source returning for I_thaca. She fin-
ished last season second to Remia in RBIs, 
doubles, triples and home runs. 
While Furdon and the rest of her 
Bomber teammates will have to step up on 
offense, the three-time letter winner needs 
only to maintain her existing consistency in 
guiding the Bombers' pitching staff. 
Last season Furdon helped Hanrahan 
cruise to a 24-9 record with a 1.20 ERA and 
208 strikeouts in 204 innings. Furdon said the 
connection between the batterymates has only 
improved over the past year. 
"We've gotten a lot closer," she said. 
"We've kind of connected that way where she 
trusts me to block everything, and I trust her 
that if we call a pitch, a certain pitch, she's 
gonna put it there, and she's gonna give it all, 
all the time." 
Filling in for the departed second and third 
starting pitchers - juniors Rachel Meth and 
Linda Galib, respectively - are junior Liz 
Ycntcma and freshman Abbey Pelot. Pelot 
is one of 11 freshman on a roster that has only 
three seniors, yet Pallozzi welcomes the new-
comers. 
She said freshman Sara Coddington 
could help the team immediately, while fresh-
men Christine Lowe and Maddie Kraemer are 
also expected to contribute. Kraemer could 
see time at first base, depending on the catch-
ing situation. 
"We got lots of speed from the young class 
too, and we're gonna use that to our advan-
tage," Pallozzi said. 
The newest Bombers will get a chance to 
show their skills March 10, when they take 
on Simpson College (Iowa) and Lake For-
est College (Ill.) at the Rebel Spring Games 
in Osceola, Fla. Simpson is coming off its 
first season of not making the NCAA Divi-
sion III tournament since 1993. 
·'We're looking to go down there and make 
some damage, make some noise," Furdon said. 
"Show everyone that even though Laura Rcmia 
graduated we're still here; we're still ready to 
play; we're still gonna kick some butt." 
National Coaches Association 
preseason Division Ill softball poll 
School 
1. Muskingum (Ohio) 
2. St. Mary's (Minn.) 
3. Central (Iowa) 
4. Wheaton (Mass.) 
5. North Central (111.) 
6. Pacific Lutheran (Wash.) 
7. Alma (Mich.) 
8. William Paterson (N.J.) 
9. Ithaca 












Arms aplenty as squad prepares for new season 
ANTHONY HEYWAADfTHE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR JON BECKERMAN will work out of the 
bullpen for a loaded Bomber pitching staff. 
BY MARIO FONTANA 
Staff Writer 
It's very easy to write off a team that 
loses 11 seniors, especially if two of them 
were Scott Allen and Ron Amato. 
Filling the holes of two players who led 
the team in nearly every offensive cate-
gory seems like 
a task too tall to 
handle. Coach 
George Vale-
sente, however, thinks his Bomber squad 
is going to be just fine. 
"The team is working very, very hard," 
Valescnte said. "I've been extremely 
pleased with our workouts. At this stage, I'm 
really happy with our progress. We're cer-
tainly not where we need to be, and we need 
to continue to work to get better, but the at-
titude and togetherness of the group is there." 
Seniors Steve Nardozzi and Ian 
Locke will captain the Bombers this sea-
son. Nar_dozzi, who has backed up Allen 
the past couple of seasons, will handle the 
pitching staff as the No. 1 catcher. Behind 
him are sophomores Eric Salinas and Craig 
Nels. Should Salinas or Nels develop 
quickly enough, Nardozzi could make the 
move to the outfield. 
The pitching staff boasts many quali-
ty anns, but not a' dominant ace. Valesente 
hopes to have a five-man rotation, and 
there are some open slots. Locke figures 
to be one of the Bombers' top pitchers. 
Last season, Locke was among the staff 
leaders in wins (7), ERA (3.14), strikeouts 
(43), and innings pitched (57 1/3). Locke 
will have to stay healthy, as he has had to 
deal with rotator cuff problems in the past. 
Sophomore Kyle Sottung also figures 
to be a solid starter. The 6-foot-3-inch 
right-hander has the ability to control a 
game. After a freshman campaign that saw 
him throw 51 innings, Sottung will like-
ly have the experience necessary to be-
come a major contributor to the squad. 
Senior Sazi Guthrie will also be 
called upon to pitch, along with sophomore 
Mike Urvalek and senior Dan Welch. Vale-
sente concedes that Urvalek and Welch 
could see time in the bullpen, pitching long 
relief. The bullpen will also feature senior 
Jake Upwood,junior Jon Beckerman and 
freshman Sean Connacher, among others. 
The bullpen's duty will be to keep leads 
to get to senior closer Jim Daunais. Dau-
nais was very successful in the closer role 
last season, (X)Sting seven saves with a stingy 
1.23 ERA Opposing hitters managed a pal-
try .169 average off the big right-hander. 
The question of who will fill the of-
fensive void remains, however. Junior 
Nick Pyzikiewicz had a solid season last 
year with a .429 batting average. Second 
baseman junior Kyle Wilkins worked hard 
on his swing last summer, playing 40-50_ -~ 
games in a college-level wooden bat 
league. Sottung could also find his way to 
the batter's box as a designated hitter. 
The Bombers hope Nardozzi can 
have a breakout season. If Nardozzi, the 
all-time leader in batting average and home 
runs for New York State Section 5, can im-
prove upon his solid season last year (.308, 
28 RBIs), the Bombers will have a viable 
offensive threat. 
Ithaca also has the advantage of depth. 
Valesente has the ability this year to start 
an entire left-handed or right-handed out-
field, depending on the pitching matchups. 
The competition for a starting slot is wide, 
open. Juniors Donald Repetto and Becker-
man and sophomores Joseph Cavano, Jeff 
Feller and Mike Pritts all figure to see time 
in the outfield. The Bombers also have ver-
satile sophomore Matt Crumb, who can play , _ 
third base, second base or shortstop. 
In the end though, the biggest challenge 
may be whether Ithaca will be able to con-
quer the rival Red Dragons. Cortland end-
ed the Bombers' last three seasons, each 
time with a trip to the NCAA tournament 
on the line. Valesente said the team's at-
titude is a step in the right direction. -· 
"The way they've been working in-
doors in impressive," Valesente said. "If 
we can carry that over to games, we could 
be a very tough team to beat." 
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ZAC GERSHBERG 
Ithaca crowd fired up 
like Division I arenas 
Two years ago I attended the NCAA 
Division I East Regional in Buffalo, wit-
nessing Oklahoma State/Pepperdine and 
Seton Hall's upset over Temple in over-
time - which, ultimately, was the game 
of the tourney. 
Last year, on everyone's favorite 
Thursday commenc-
ing March Madness, 
I meandered about 
·' Las Vegas (think 
Corey Haim in Ams-
terdam). I recall, 
hazily at that, seeing 
Cincinnati cover the 
spread, spilling a 
bloody mary on my 
linen pants and 
chomping on chicken-fried steak at sun-
rise - a marvelous sunrise at that: radi-
ant orange, ascending high and bright 
above the arid exterior. 
This year, well, it's different. No 
longer am I out west living the good life, 
but rather settled as a sports personality 
trying to excavate meaning for Ithaca Col-
lege athletics. So, in lieu of the glamour 
and glitz absent from my life, this year I 
took on the D-III tournament -
women's, no less - here at IC. 
. , -~ Now, normally I find the setting and 
ambiance at the Ben Light Gymnasium 
void of any sort of atmosphere that col-
lege basketball is supposed to exude 
(what one might expect from D-1 
hoops), but Saturday, I'm telling you, it 
was seeping out of everyone's pores. For 
about the last 10 minutes or so the crowd, 
the players and the coaches all kicked it 
up a notch, precipitating goosebumps of 
the kind felt while watching my boy Laet-
tner sink the winner over Kentucky on 
ESPN Classic. 
Of course, Ithaca lost, unfortunately, as 
both basketball teams went one-and-
done in the NCAAs. But I, the cynic, do 
not seem to mind. Not much was expect-
ed from the men's team after a shaky start, 
and despite underachieving a tad, the 
women's program - what with three dif-
ferent coaches in four years - has actu-
ally established itself as a beacon of suc-
cess in upstate, rivaling that of St. 
Lawrence and William Smith. 
But there were no brackets to fill out, 
no point spread to wager upon - only the 
insidious Dr. Hunter S. Thompson would 
lay a dime on this contest - so I expect-
ed a subdued, if not vapid game. Why 
come at all? It wasn't HSBC Arena in Buf-
falo; it certainly wasn't Vegas. Further-
-!'~ore, I had this great column ready to go 
written in iambic pentameter about intol-
erant sports fans/athletes at IC. 
Well, luckily, my editor cringed at the 
aforementioned gimmicky idea and per-
suaded me to cover, like, an actual 
school event Those who attended the tour-
ney would back me up in that we (the 
crowd) neglected to mind the fact it was 
women's hoops, disregarded the notion 
that it was Division III athletes and omit-
ted from our mindset the ridiculous mot-
to "This is my team" hanging from some 
sensationalist banner on the wall. 
What I saw Saturday closely mirrored 
- ~hat transpired in the Pirates-Owls con-
test and the multiple-screen nirvana that 
is The Luxor sportsbook: great basketball, 
pure and simple. 
Sure some missed lay-ups and shoddy 
, ,free-throw shooting ultimately cast a 
scowl over the countenance of Bomber-
dom, but even without betting, the expe-
rience was great and a vibrant atmosphere 
- despite the lack of 20,000 people or Ve-
gas action on it - thus ensued. 
So, although Ithaca lost, I thought it a 
.winner. 
Press Box appears in this space every 
week. E-mail 'Zach Gershberg at 
RunNShute@aol.com 
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Bomber crusade' falls short 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Assistant Sports Editor 
This one was tough to take. 
For 28 minutes, the Blue and Gold went 
toe-to-toe with a bigger, stronger and more 
athletic Alvernia (Pa.) team. The Bombers 
outhustled, outcoached and played tougher 
defense than the favored Crusaders. But with 
12 minutes and 
nine seconds re-
maining and the 
score tied at 49, the 
Bombers went ice cold from the field, hit-
ting just 6-of-24 shots the rest of the way and 
letting Alvernia escape with a 76-67 victo-
ry Thursday night in the opening round of 
the NCAA tournament. 
It wasn't the first time this season that 
poor shooting haunted the Bombers. 
"I don't think it was a secret to anybody 
coming in that we have not shot the ball par-
ticularly well all year," Coach Jim Mullins 
said. "I think it just caught up with us in the 
second half." 
But, oh, what a first half it was. 
The Crusaders jumped out quickly to an 
11-2 lead four minutes in, and the boister-
ous Alvernia crowd began to sense a 
blowout. But Mullins went to his bench and 
got a huge lift from junior center Jason 
Wallen, sophomore Sean Clifford and 
freshman Nathan Thomas. 
Wallen (12 points, four steals) got 
things gmng with two quick free throws and 
a three-pointer from the top of the key. The 
Bombers clawed back to within five points 
a few minutes later, when Clifford hit two 
consecutive three-point bombs to give the 
Blue and Gold its first lead. 24-23. Thomas 
then hit a three off a behind-the-back pass 
from Clifford to extend the Bomber lead to 
five. Ithaca had the momentum, and the 
Alvcrnia faithful were silenced. 
"We all played with such intensity," said 
junior guard Matt Riggins, who led the 
Bombers in scoring with 16 points. "When 
Nate came down and hit that three, I don't 
think I felt a better feeling this whole sea-
son other than when that shot went in.·· 
The start of the second half went back and 
forth as both teams played strong defense and 
made tough shots. Each time the Crusaders 
would pull ahead, the Blue and Gold an-
swered right back. That kind of tenacity came 
as a surprise to Alvernia Coa<;h Jack Mc-
Closkey. 
"They took things away from us that we 
didn't expect them to do," McCloskey said of 
Ithaca. 'They had us on edge most of the time. 
That was the first time this year that we had 
25 turnovers. Those kids really play hard. 
"They must make them walk to school 
in the snow up there or something - I'm 
telling ya, they were tough kids. I've got a 
lotta respect for them." 
The Crusaders pulled ahead tn the sec-
ond half because of Ithaca's poor shooting 
and the excellent play of juniors Tillman 
Sims (20 points, 16 boards) and Brad Mer-
riweather (18 points, 10 boards). The duo 
combined for seven offensive rebounds and 
used their long arms and great jumping abil-
REBECCAGARDNER/THEITHACAN 
FRESHMAN MICHAEL KUBERA, left, pump fakes in practice against senior Matt 
Miller, previous to the Bombers 76-67 loss to Alvernia in the NCAA tournament. 
ity to continually alter Ithaca's interior shoot-
ing. Both players were active on the glass, 
and the Crusaders' 41-36 rebounding edge 
proved critical. 
"Sims and Merriweather did a really 
good job out there," sophomore Tyler 
Schulz said. "They're really physical kids 
and good athletes." 
But even with Alvemia's physical inside 
presence, the Bombers shot themselves in the 
foot repeatedly in the second half with 
missed opportunities. The Empire Eight 
champs, after nailing 7-of-15 from behind 
the arc in the opening 20 minutes, hit just 
I-of- 13 in the second half. 
The bigger Crusaders ate up the rebounds, 
converted on the offensive end down the 
stretch and went to the free throw line ear-
ly and often to secure the victory. Alvernia 
attempted an incredible 33 foul shots, cqn-
necting on 25, while the Bombers hit only 
ll-of-15 from the charity stripe. 
The free throw differential came from the 
Crusaders aggressiveness in attacking the bas-
ket and their dominance on the offensive glass. 
"I thought they were stronger than us, a lit-
tle bit more physical," Mullins said. "They 
played a good game. Give them their due." 
Non-call helps to knock out Bombers MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Bombers at Alvernla 
Feb.28 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Assistant Sports Editor 
It was one call a referee didn't make 
that served as the turning point in the 
Bombers' NCAA playoff loss to Alver-
nia Thursday. 
With eight minutes, 49 seconds left to 
play in the second half, the Blue and Gold 
found itself down by five, 56-51, and try-
ing to cut back into the Crusaders' lead. 
Junior Will Hill grabbed one of his 10 
rebounds and threw an outlet pass to 
sophomore Tyler Schulz, who had an open 
lane to the basket on the fast break. 
Schulz was thinking dunk as he 
sailed toward the rim, but was met by 
Alvernia forward Tillman Sims. Sims col-
lided in midair with Schulz and blocked 
the shot. Schulz was sent hard to the floor, 
and no foul was called. 
"I guess the ref didn't have a very good 
angle on that," said Schulz, who added 
that Sims caught some of the ball but a 
lot of the body. 
Bomber Coach Jim Mullins, who re-
fused to comment on the questionable of-
ficiating after the game, exploded on the 
sideline and was assessed a technical. 
Alvernia senior Will Craig hit both free 
throws, and Sims scored on the ensuing 
possession to stretch the Crusader lead to 
nine at 60-51. 
Instead of Schulz sitting at the char-
ity stripe with the potential to cut the 
lead to three, the Bombers found them-
selves in a deeper hole they couldn't 
climb out of. 
The six-point turnaround gave the mo-
mentUJll to Al.vemia for good and helped 
advance them to the second round, 
where they dropped a 95-86 decision to 
Elizabethtown. 
Ithaca ended its season at 16-10. 
Bombers (67) 
Matt Riggins 6-10 4-6 16, Jason 
Wallen 4-7 2-212, Will Hill 4-151-210, 
Tyler Schulz 3-9 2-3 8, Matthew Miller 
3-10 0-0 7, Sean Clifford 2-10 0-0 6, 
Nathan Thomas 2-3 0-0 6, Dane 
Fischer 0-3 2-2 2, Michael Kubera 0-1 
0-0 0, Ryan Patenaude 0-1 0-0 0, 
Aaron Homstra 0-0 0-0 0, Jesse Roth 
0-0 0-0 0, Matt Usher 0-0 0-0 0, Sean 
Backus 0-0 0-0 0. 
Totals 24-6911-15 67. 
Alvernia (76) 
Tillman $irns 5-11 8-10 20, Brad 
Merriweather 5-8 8-1 0 18, Ray 
Strickland 6-8 3-5 17, Chris Alba 5-12 
0-0 13, Will Craig 1-4 3-4 5, Byu-Deen 
Twyman 0-2 2-2 2, Joe Cooke 0-2 1-2 
1,AzirnJones 0-1 0-00, Greg Corum 0-
0 0-0 0, Ryan Trupe 0-0 0-0 0, Greg 
Mayo 0-0 0-Q 0, Josh Gerloff 0-0 0-0 0. 
Totals 22-48 25-33 76. 
.• 





BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
Heads hanging, a teary-eyed 
South Hill squad exited Ben Light 
Gymnasium after ending its season 
with a disappointing and somewhat 
unexpected 73-67 loss to Ohio Wes-
leyan in the second round of the 
NCAA tournament Saturday. 
The Bombers struggled from the 
beginning, never quite finding a 








est crowd of the season cheered and 
evoked some ingenious play fium the 
Blue and Gold, but in the end, it was 
the Bishops who found themselves 
in the next round of the tournament 
"Our mindset didn't change 
because we were down," senior 
Sarah Duerr said. 
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Senior Kelly Richards agreed. 
"We were not ever going to give 
up," she said. "There are 14 of us 
- plus coaches and trainers- and 
everyone is supportive. We knew in 
our hearts we would never give up." 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE ALEX IVANSHEK shoots a layup over an Ohio Wesleyan defender in Saturday's home NCAA tournament loss. 
An enthusiastic crowd was si-
lenced in the opening minutes 
when the Bishops netted three-con-
secutive three-pointers and took an 
11-2 lead. The Bombers' defense, 
which has been a strongpoint, did not 
prove enough for the Bishops. who 
constantly drove to the basket 
"We rely on a full-court de-
fense," Coach Dan Raymond said. 
"But we have to score in order to 
set up our defense." 
"It was unlucky," said graduate 
student Kelly Brady, who led the 
team in rebounds for the third-
straight season. "Our shots 
weren't falling. We moved the 
ball well - inside and outside -
and we were trying to box out, but 
it just wasn't working for us." 
The Blue and Gold found 
themselves in new territory -
playing catch-up. The team has 
been susceptible to streaky play 
over the course of the season, but 
it never did seem more costly than 
in Saturday's loss. 
After trailing for the entire first 
half, the Bombers saw a chance to 
tie slip away, as they ended the half 
down by seven. 
The South Hill squad seemed to 
have regrouped during halftime, re-
turning to its style of molion offense 
and high-~ defense, to come 
within three points of the Bishops, 
but as was the pattern of the game. 
once again was unable to capitalize. 
However, as much as the Blue 
and Gold struggled, Raymond 
said be was pleased with the effort 
his players displayed on the court 
1be effort was no diffcmlt to-
day," he said. 1'be kids were div-
ing and going for everything." 
Sophomore Jennie Swatling, 
who led the team in scoring 
against the Bishops with 14 
points. agreed the team left every-
thing on the floor_ . 
"We wanted to keep the defense 
up," she said. "It just wasn't 
working." 
Swatting played a key role in the 
game. Unafraid, she sent herself 
charging into a see of red and black 
to draw fouls, gathering multiple 
points from the free-throw line. 
However, on the other side, 
fouling was a hindrance to the 
Bombers. Prior to the tournament. 
Rayinond stressed the importance of 
eliminating unnecessary fouling. 
Despite efforts to alleviate the foul-
ing dilemma, the Bishops accumu-
lated 17 points from the foul line. 
Just when it ~ed all hope was 
lost, ~Alexandra Ivansheck 
- who led the team in assists and 
field-goal percentage for the season 
- sunk a three-pointff' to send spec-
tatooi leaping to their feet Stutly af-
tff', with little more than one minute 
remaining in the matchup, she hit a 
lay-up to bring the team within two 
points of the game's first tie. 
However, as fate would have it, 
Ithaca would not score again. 
lvansheck finished the game with 
11 points, tying her career high. 
Despite feelings of disap-
pointment, the Bombers' season 
was successful. The team com-
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Bombers vs. Ohio Wesleyan 
NCAA tournament 
March2 
Ohio Wesleyan (73) 
Kelly Heil 6-16 2-4 16, 
Michelle Wolfe 5-9 4-4 16, Katy 
Sturtz 6-7 2-214, Mindy Ham-
mond 3-8 6-11 12, Tiffany Bar-
bee 2-2 3-4 7, Krystal Sens-
abaugh 2-5 Q-0 5, Talia Brader 
1-3 0-0 3. 
Totals 25-50 17-25 73. 
piled a school-record of 23-4. The 
Blue and Gold finished atop the 
Empire Eight and won the state 
championship. 
"There's no arguing we had a 
great season," Swatling said. "We 
made it to the second round of the 
NCAA tournament. We are just a 
Bombers (67) 
Jennie Swatling 4-7 5-614, 
Alex lvanshek 4-9 2-2 11, 
Heather Savignano 5-6 0-2 10, 
Kelly Brady 4-6 0-0 8, Kelly 
Gawronski 3-51-4 7, Stephanie 
Cleary 3-11 1-2 7, Kerri Brown 
3-15 0-06, 
Becca Beny 1-2 0-0 2, 
Donna Fisher 0-1. 2-2 2, Sarah 
Duerr 0-1 0-0 0. 
Totals 27-6311-18 ffl. 
little disappointed because we 
thought we could do better." 
The Blue and Gold says good-
bye to four players - Donna 
Fisher, Duerr, Richards and Bra(Jy, 
- but much of the talent, includ-
ing the team's top three scorers will 
return next year. 
Bombers hit courts with most of team returning 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
After more than four months• hiatus from 
competition, the Bombers impressed op-
posing coaches and players in the Ice-Break-
er Invitational at St Lawrence this past week-
end, as they gear up for their main season. 
"The St. Lawrence coach told us that if 
we keep playing like this, we will be un-
beatable," said 
sophomore Blair 
Watkins, who has 
improved signifi-
- - -- ---
r.len s ,enn1s 
cantly since the fall. "We still have to watch 
out for RIT, though." 
"Blair and I beat him in the doubles," 
Medvin said of Chachu. "So we got revenge." 
The Blue and Gold swept the C flight as 
well, when senior Brian Pare won the sin-
gles and then teamed with junior Paul Lav-
igne to take the doubles crown as well. Lav-
igne lost his semifinal singles match in a third-
set tiebreak, nixing the chance for an all-Itha-
ca singles final in the C flight 
'We've started out strong," Coach Bill 
Austin said. "We definitely have proved we 
have depth. We dominated the B flight, with 
Mike playing Sluker in the finals of the sin-
gles, and we almost had a final between Paul 
and Brian_ in the C flight" 
Austin added the team's depth is its strong-
point. 
strong. He is definitely one of the top play-
ers in the region. I still have complete con-
fidence in him." 
With only one graduating senior last year, 
all the talent has returned, and then some. 
"Everyone is back," Austin said. "Plus a 
few new faces." -~ · 
Sluker, along with sophomores Zachary 
Coletta, Carey Sherman and Loren Chris-
tiansen, are some of the new faces adding to 
the team's depth. 
The Bombers now head approximately,~,. 
hours south to Hilton Head, S. C., for Spring 
Break. Tune in Hilton Head will be spent train-
ing as well as playing matches. 
"We've got a lot of tough, out-of-region 
matches," Austin said. "Our goal is to play 
to the best level we can. We want to work 
on winning matches." "" . 
Junior Mike Medvin went undefeated in 
five matches to win the B flight singles over 
freshman teammate Jeff Sluker. He then 
teamed with Watkins to win the B flight dou-
bles. Watkins, who has moved up several ·po-
sitions on the team's ladder since the fall sea-
son, lost his first singles ~h to the even-
tual champion, RIT's David Chachu. 
"Should anybody get hurt, there are 
more guys down the line that can play well 
in the top six," he said. "This weekend we 
really showed how strong the middle portion 
of our lineup is." -
and lost in the semifinals of the singles and 
the first round of the doubles. 
Austin said results in South Carolina will 
be a good gauge of how the team will mea-
sure up in regional matchups. 
Ithaca's No. I player, junior Scott 
Rubens. struggled with shoulder problems 
"Scott had problems with his shoulder," 
Austin said. "Weekend tournaments are 
tough on the shoulder. Hopefully he will keep 
The South Hill squad's first match will be 
on Sunday against Greensboro College. 
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···Hall turns wild card into NCAA title 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
Senior tri-captain Tommy Hall has finally 
fulfilled his dream of becoming a national 
champion. Hall took the crown in the 133-
pound bracket at the NCAA Division III na-
tional tournament Saturday at First-Union 
Arena at Wilkes-Barre University (Pa.). 
Hall was one of five Bombers attending the 
tournar1ent. The only Bomber who didn't win 
a con!erence title 
Feb. J 6, he was a 
wild card entry 
Satmday. He did 
~1L Wrestling I 
-----~ ---- --~ 
. -rig receive a seeding for pre-tournament brack-
et<;, but went right to the top, defeating the No. 
3 and 7 seeds alOP1g the way. 
"You can't really l6ok at seeds when you 
go into a tournament like nationals because 
everyone has the ability to win," Hall ex-
plained. "It's really who shows up and who 
wants 1t to happen." 
Hall traveled to the national tournament 
his sophomore year and entered as the No. 
1 seed, only to finish in fourth place. 
"Upsets happen every year," Hall said. 
"You just have to wrestle your best, and the 
person that does wins." 
Hall received a bye in the first round and 
went on to a technical win, 20-3, over Kevin 
DeJulius of Washington and Jefferson (Pa.) 
in the second. 
,-
In the quarterfinal match, Hall wrestled 
No. 3-seed Mike Waldron of Lycoming (Pa.). 
Hall had lost to Waldron at the Ithaca Invi-
tational back in November when he tore car-
ti_l_,\ie in his rib area, which ended up being 
a season-long injury. Fans said it was one of 
the most intense matches of the tournament. 
With only four seconds to go in the bout, Hall 
was down 6-2. He was then able to flip Wal-
dron on his back and pin him for the win. 
FILE PHOTOFrHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR TRI-CAPTAIN Tommy Hall made the national tournament as a wild card entry and then won the 133-pound bracket. 
Semifinal action for Hall included the 
No. 7 seed m the 133-pound bracket, Ralph 
Acosta of Upper Iowa. Hall defeated him 
by a major decision, 12-4, to proceed to the 
championship match. He had no trouble 
with a 10-6 decision over non-seeded 
Steve Martin of Loras University (Iowa). 
With a fair number of Ithaca wrestlers and 
students, the Bomber section on the 
bleachers went crazy. 
Hall redshirted last season in order to wres-
tle with his classmates this year but had a 
rocky season, beginning with his rib injury 
in the first tournament of the season. He 
missed most of the season's matches, 
wrestling in only four tournaments and one 
dual meet before nationals. 
"It was hard to work out and keep my 
weight down because I was injured," Hall said. 
"But it helped me mentally, kept me fresh." 
Hall was determined to wrestle for a con-
ference title and ended up taking second place 
at the conference tournament, along with a 
wild-card entry to nationals. Hall said his rib 
injury is a painful, nagging one and persists 
in the wake of the championships. 
in certain situations," he explained. "But 
that was the last tournament I was ever go-
ing to wrestle in, so I just tried to suck it 
up and go all out." 
Hall now has all the time in the world to 
recuperate, as he and his fellow captains and 
seniors are all graduating in May. Hall and 
fellow tri-captains Ryan Ciotoli and Carlos 
Restrepo stayed a fifth year at Ithaca to try 
for that national title this season. 
"A couple of the other guys came back an-
other year. We planned on winning it," Hall 
said. "We didn't do that, but it's hard to com-
pete with teams that bring their whole team." 
"Absolutely," Hall exclaimed. "We went 
all out. We left everything on the mat, and 
we did the best we could, and it was defimtely 
worth it coming back with those guys. I'd do 
it again in a second." 
Nostalgic feelings surrounding gradua-
tion haven't set in for Hall yet, but he knows 
he will miss Ithaca and the Bomber 
wrestling team soon. 
"A bunch of us are going to be staying 
around the area, so we'll be around," he said. 
"Right now I'm kind of happy the whole 
thing's done, but I'm sure I'll miss it." ''It was great to get everybody back at the 
right time," Coach Marty Nichols said after 
an injury-ridden season for the Bombers. 
"The guys went out there and performed and 
did a great job." "My ribs were bothering ;11e a little bit 
· When Hall was asked if he and his fellow 
captains were pleased with their decision to 
stay the extra year, he replied happily. 
See Page 23 for the results from the oth-
er four Bombers at the Division Ill 
wrestling tournament. 
Swimmers still rule over state meet 
BY ANDREW KROECKEL 
Staff Writer 
This year the Blue and Gold de-
cided they wanted the respect of their 
CQ-Ujpeti-1 
tors and 
w o u Id 
settle for 
nothing less than domination. 
The Bombers did repeat as 
state champions, outscoring their 
nearest foe, Alfred, by 140.5 
points. The Bombers had to over-
come a few setbacks but still won 
easily as their true strength - depth 
- proved to be the difference. 
As for garnering the respect of 
their competitors, Coach Kevin 
Markwardt felt the team answered 
tha~uestion. 
"Yeah, no doubt about it," 
Markwardt said. ''There's no 
question that we put on a perfor-
mance that we're all proud of. I 
~ think there's any doubt that 
we easily succeeded at what our ex-
pectations were." 
To meet those expectations, 
however, the Bombers did not 
have to completely abandon every-
thing from last year. The team re-
taiq~ last year's strategy to remain 
focused on the swimming and ignore 
the scores, which were more 
prominently displayed this year. 
"We just kinda swam," senior 
tri-captain Dave Balta said. "We 
didn't worry about the score a 
whole lot. We just kinda swam and 
did everything as a team." 
As a team, the Bombers also 
adopted the idea that each of the 
three days was a separate meet. They 
tried to win each day individually, 
imagining that all the teams started 
at zero again the next day. 
The first of those three days be-
gan as it traditionally has for the 
Bombers - with a slow start (or 
"calm," as Balta called it) in the 
morning with the provisional races. 
The team came around in the af-
ternoon with three of its eight in-
dividual wins and finished with a 
69.5-point lead. 
Freshman Steve Barnes provi-
sionally qualified for nationals 
with his win in the 500-yard 
freestyle (four minutes, 39.39 
seconds), and sophomore Sean Ka-
vanaugh did the same in the 200-
y a rd intermediate medley 
( 1 :55.97). The 400-yard medley re-
lay team - Balta, Kavanaugh.ju-
nior tri-captain Mike Thurk and 
sophomore Sasha Kuznezov -
won in a time of 3:30.31. 
The second day of the meet was 
the IJighlight for the Bombers as 
they pulled it all together and 
placed swimmers where they 
were needed - above the line and 
in the top eight finishing spots. 
"I've never seen us in so many 
of those positions where we were 
locked in to the ideal situation," 
Markwardt said 
The Bombers combined this in-
pool success with fiery pre-swim 
words from Balta and Thurk to car-
ry the momentum and increase their 
lead to 99.5 points. 
'The second night we came out 
very fired up," Balta said. "We had 
two or three good, solid swims to 
start off the meet. A lot of people 
moved up in positions. We just got 
on a roll. We had three or four peo-
ple come up to us and be like, 'You 
guys are on fire right now."' 
Those two or three solid swims 
came from Kavanaugh, as he won 
the 400-yard individual medley 
(4: 10.78), and Thurk, who took the 
100-yard breaststroke in 59.19. 
Those finishes provisionally qual-
ified the pair for nationals, even 
though Kavanaugh was reflective of 
the team's mindset. 
"I'm not as happy with my per-
formance because I did better last 
year," Kavanaugh said. "But I was 
satisfied." 
The Bombers faced their 
biggest setback of the meet on the 
third day as they lost 50 poi~ts 
when junior diver Devin Fay was 
disqualified from both the one-me-
ter and three-meter dives for be-
ing unable to finish the three-me-
ter competition. Fay had placed 
second in the one-meter and 
qualified for the top eight in the 








CARLY CHAMBERLIN/fHE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR CO-CAPTAIN Mike Thurk swam as part of the 400-yard med-
ley relay team that took first place at the state meet this weekend. 
three-meter but had to return to 
Ithaca before the finals because of 
another commitment. 
Instead of being dropped to 
eighth in the three-meter, he was dis-
qualified from the whole meet, and 
the team lost his points. The team 
didn't really need them because it 
was able to fall back on an out-
standing individual performance 
from Barnes, as well its depth to 
make up points in many events. 
Barnes sill-prised himself with his 
win in the 1,650-yard freestyle in 
16:01.37, which automatically · 
qualifies him for the national meet. 
As for the depth, out of 20 
events, 14 Bombers placed some-
where between ninth and 15th. 
Sophomore Geoff Buteau grabbed 
one l 0th- and two 11th-place fin-
ishes. Sophomore Jeremy 
Ouimette was the biggest surprise 
for the Bombers with two top-eight 
finishes - sixth in the 100-yard 
backstroke and seventh in the 
200-yard backstroke. 
''There's no question those 
guys came through," Markwardt 
said. "When you look at a cham-
pionship meet, you can have two or 
even three top swimmers but 
depth is usually what's important. 
If you have three guys scoring 12th, 
13th and 14th, they outscore the guy 
that won. It"s the middle of the pack 
guys that need to come through for 
a championship." 
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Three others All-American 
Sixth out of 58 teams at 
NCMs says something 
about the Ithaca wrestling 
team.1be five Bom'bc.7s - half 







- gave Coach Marty Nichols 
his best finish yet at the national 
championship. 
"It's great," Nichols said. 
"We had a little trouble early 
on in the season and the mid-
dle of the season with some 
injuries ... but it was fun." 
Restrepo received a sixth-
place seeding and promptly 
upset the No. 3 seed, Vinny 
Pedalino of Western Mary-
land, 7-4, in his quarterfinal 
match. Restrepo met the No. 
5 seed, Jamie Taxted of Bue-
na Vista (Iowa) in the cham-
pionship, falling 7-3. 
Ciotoli made his fourth trip 
to nationals, finishing in 
sixth place after missing half 
of the season with an anteri-
t/ Student Discounts 
or cruciate ligament tear. In 
his semifinal bout, Ciotoli lost 
by just one point, given to the 
College of New Jersey's 
Matt Moscatello for riding 
time. Ciotoli is Ithaca's ninth 
three-time All-American. 
Hall, Restrepo and Israel 
join Ciotoli in earning All-
America honors. Israel be-
came only the second Ithaca 
freshman All-American. 
Steele lost his first bout of 
the tournament to the top 
seeded heavyweight, Jason 
Ott of Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 
then suffered a concussion io 
his next, forcing Steele to for-
feit the rest of the tournament. 
The Bombers lose five se-
niors this season: Ciotoli, 
Hall, Restrepo, Conor Heun 
and Dan Montana - quite a 
blow to the roster. 
'Those·guys have kind of 
held our program together for 
five years," Nichols said. 
"We're definitely going to 
miss those guys. They're 
hard to replace." 
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The Bombers, the nation's new 
No. l according to the latest poll, 
notched their first dual-meet victory 
of the season by defeating visiting 
Brockport Friday, 182.300-179 .800. 
Senior Jocelyn Genoa led the Blue 
and Gold by tying for first place in 
the uneven bars with a score of9.450, 
tying for second on the balance beam 
with a score of 9.200 and placing 
third in the all-around with an over-
all score of 36.300. 
Rounding out the competition for 
the South Hill squad were sophomores 
Leslie Gelatt and Rachel Edelson, 
who tied for first in the floor exercise 
with a score of 9.450. 
Ithaca set a new school record with 
a score of 46.200 on the uneven bars. 
The Bombers are ranked second 
nationally in the latest National Col-
legiate Gymnastics Association poll, 
while Gelatt is ranked first and Edel-
son second in the floor exercise. Genoa 
is ranked third nationally in the uneven 
bars and fourth in the all-around. 
The Blue and Gold will be back 
in action on Saturday, when they 
compete at the Eastern College Ath-
letic Association Championships at 
Ursinus College (Pa.). 
MEN'S INDOOR TRACK 
ECAC meet 
Ithaca placed 19th out of 95 
schools at the ECAC Champi-
onships. The Blue and Gold earned 
top lO finishes in four events: the 800-
meters, 4 x 400-meter relay, l ,000-
meter and 500-meter races. 
Leading the way was junior Jim 
Ravener, who broke his own school 
record in the 800-meter run and took 
second place in one minute, 53.34 sec-
onds. Sophomore Brandon Mallette 
took sixth with a time of l :54.83. Both 
runners qualified provisionally for this 
weekend's national meet. 
The 4 x 400-meter relay team fin-
ished in seventh place with a run of 
3:24.31. Sophomore Jon Barnes 
earned ninth place in the 1,000-me-
ters (2:34.79). Junior Joe Kelly 
placed 10th in the 500 meters 
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(15:30.40). Sophomore Shaun Fyffe""' 
put up a strong showing in the 1,500 
meters, finishing 11th out of 20 run-
ners with a time of 4:03.33. Else-
where on the track, freshman 
Shawn Calabrese placed 12th in the 
3,000-meters (8:50.76) and junior 
Kyle Robison took 13th in the high 




The Bombers finished 10th out 
of 51 teams at the ECAC champi-
onships last weekend at Tufts 
University. 
Sophomore Amanda Laythan\" 
finished first in the l ,500-meter run 
with a time of four minutes, 35.35 
seconds. That time automatically 
qualifies her for the NCAA meet next 
weekend. Junior Erin Boshe also 
qualified for NCAAs, though provi-
sionally, finishing in 4:42.40. 
Sophomore Kristen Cravotta 
qualified provisionally for the 
NCAA meet in the 800-meter run 
with a time of 2:18.81. 
The NCAA Division III champi-
onships meet is March 8-9 at Ohio 
Northern University. 
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